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ABSTRACT 

During strong ground motions, the lateral forces acting on a building may 

cause it to rock and uplift. In order to avoid this rocking and uplifting, un

necessary dead weight, oversized projections, or other special techniques have 

traditionally been used to anchor the buildings to their foundations. These pre

cautions, however, directly or indirectly lead to higher costs for buildings. How

ever, as shown in this study, the buildings can benefit from rocking and uplift. 

Therefore, new construction technologies may be developed to use rocking and 

uplift as a means of base isolation. 

Previous works on the rocking and uplift problem were conducted primarily to 

study the criteria of overturning, uplift ratio, maximum displacement, shear force 

at the base, and motion response of model structures. In most of these studies, 

structures were restrained to rock in the excitation plane only. Therefore, results 

obtained from them may not be valid for true 3-D rocking. A few works based 

on the complex 3-D finite-element method were tried with success, but they 

suffer from expensive computation time. Consequently, a new method that uses 

moderate computing time while considering 3-D rocking and uplift is needed. 

In this stud}', a real building and its interactions with its foundation are 

modeled by a rigid cyHnder standing on distributed linear springs and dashpots. 

To simulate the low tensile strength of soils, springs are assumed to bear com

pression only. Whenever springs are about to be in tension, uplift occurs. The 

external excitations are simulated earthquakes with acceleration components in 

horizontal and vertical directions, and full 3-D rocking of the model structure is 

considered. The exact system equations are derived by the Lagrange equation 

method and solved by numerical integration. Parametric studies are carried out 

to obtain the influence of different parameters on the motion responses such as 

vertical displacement, acceleration, and tilt angle time history. The stresses of 

several selected points inside the model structure are also calculated by using 

simple beam theory, and their time histories are plotted. These results are first 
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compared with results of the "bonded case" where the base of the building is 

always attached to the foundation. Then, they are further compared with the 

results of the "fixed-base case," where the foundation is assumed to be rigid and 

the model structure is fixed on it. 

These plots clearly show that during an earthquake, both the accelerations 

and stresses of the model structure are reduced by allowing rocking and uplift. 

Rolling motion is clearly shown in all simulation cases. Furthermore, rolhng can 

smooth the rocking motion and consequently reduce impact effects. Therefore, 

it can be concluded that this new model is an improvement over the 2-D models 

for simulating 3-D responses of structures. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

When the foundation moves, all the superstructures on it tend to rock and 

lift off. Furniture, interior decorations, and equipment in the buildings are some 

examples of the rocking candidates. When subjected to very strong ground mo

tions, heavy machinery and even buildings sometimes rock and lift off from their 

foundations. Evidence of significant uplift has been filed by different researchers. 

Housner (1956) reported that several tall petroleum-cracking towers stretched 

their anchor bolts and rocked back and forth on their foundations during the 

Arvin-Tehachapi, California, earthquake in 1952. After the Alaska earthquake 

in 1964, ice was found under some oil tanks which indicated the uplift of these 

oil tanks (Hanson 1973). Analysis indicated that the Veterans Hospital Building 

41 had partial uplifting during the San Fernando earthquake (Rutenberg et al. 

1980). Some heavy power plant equipment was overturned by the Great Nicobar, 

India, earthquake (Agarwal 1982). 

Inspired by this evidence, Priestley et al. (1978) studied and proved that 

foundation rocking of shear wall structures designed to NZS 4203 building code 

is possible under seismic attack. They and some others (Meek 1975; Yim and 

Chopra 1984a) even suggested that structures may benefit from their rocking 

responses. Thus, an important question needs to be answered about how the 

rocking and uplift affect the dynamic responses of these structures and how safe 

these structures are. 

In order to study the response of a structure subjected to ground motion, it 

is necessary to know how the soil and structure interact with each other. The 

simplest assumption is that the soil is rigid and the structure is bonded to the 

soil, which is equivalent to saying that the existence of the structure does not 

affect the ground motion so the free-field accelerogram can be applied directly as 

an input to the structure's base. This oversimplified assumption has at least two 



flaws. First, soils are not inflnitely stiff and bear very low tensile stress. Second, 

many structures are not bonded perfectly to the ground and gravity is often the 

only source of bonding force. For these two reasons, it is possible for structures 

to uplift and rock when their foundations move. 

The soil-structure interaction model which allows rocking was first used for 

estimating the intensity of earthquakes (Milne 1885, Milne and Omori 1893; Kirk-

patrick 1927) from their observed effect on tombstones and monument columns. 

If a monument was treated as a rigid block standing on a rigid foundation, formu

las could be derived to calculate the ground acceleration necessary to overturn 

a block of given dimensions. In this way, a lot of valuable information about 

earthquakes has been recovered even without raodern instruments. 

Observing that several golf-ball-on-a-tee type of elevated water tanks survived 

the Chilean earthquake of 1960, whereas much more stable-appearing reinforced 

concrete elevated water tanks were severely damaged, Housner (1963) and many 

others began to systematically investigate the rocking and upHfting of a structure 

subjected to ground motion. So far, most efforts have been given to 2-D study 

for rocking and uphft, where the input excitations come from one predetermined 

plane (Figure 1), and rocking and uplift are limited to the excitation plane. Only 

a few works using a 3-D analysis have been reported by Wolf (1977), Wolf and 

Skrikerud (1978), and Koh and Mustafa (1988). 

The models used for 2-D study have evolved from a simple rigid rectangular 

block rocking on a rigid or flexible foundation, as shown in Figure 1, to a single 

mass flexible structure rocking on a rigid or flexible foundation, and then to a 

multilevel structure rocking on a rigid or flexible foundation. The single mass 

flexible structure is a lumped mass point connected to a rigid footing by a shear 

beam. The multilevel structure is a series of lumped mass points connected by 

shear beams. The flexible foundations are either the two-spring type, with one 

spring and one viscous damper at each edge of the rectangular block, or the 

Winkler type. The Winkler foundation is made of distributed independent linear 

springs and dashpots. To match the low tension strength characteristic of soils, 

the Winkler foundation is debonded from the structure whenever the spring is 

in tension. 



The major concern of most previous research is the response of the model 

structure under different input functions. These inputs range from a single 

rectangular pulse, or a single sine wave pulse, to harmonic excitations and 

earthquake-type excitations. Overturning criteria have been set up for these 

different models under different excitations. Schemes have been developed for 

estimating the maximum responses. 

1.2 Description of Problem 

The equations of motion of a rocking system are highly nonlinear and piece-

wise with a discontinuity at zero rocking angle. Compared with a common struc

ture system, the stiffness of the rocking system is very different. A common 

elastic system has a positive stiffness, and therefore a positive load-deflection 

characteristic. In contrast, for a rigid block on a rigid foundation, the system 

has an inflnite stiffness until the magnitude of the applied moment reaches the 

gravity restoration moment; thereafter, the block begins to rock and the stiffness 

is negative. Thus, the load-deflection characteristic is negative. For Winkler type 

foundations, foundation springs that are too soft also yield a negative equivalent 

stiffness. For this negative load-deflection characteristic, a large body of the 

research associated with the seismic behavior of structural systems cannot be 

applied directly to the rocking system. 

The physical meaning of the discontinuity at the zero rocking angle is that 

there is an impact between the base of the block and the foundation at the zero 

rocking angle. In the rigid foundation case, this difficulty has been overcome 

by either using conservation of the angular momentum or assuming a coefficient 

of restitution. It is assumed that part of the energy of the rocking system is 

transferred into the ground through the impact at the zero rocking angle for the 

rigid foundation case. Then, the coefficient of restitution is defined as the ratio 

of the rocking velocity right after impact to the velocity right before impact. 

This coefficient can be easily measured by experiments for specific combinations 

of block and foundation. With a suitable coefficient of restitution and the ve

locity of the block right before impact, the new rocking velocity after impact 

can be obtained. The conservation of the angular momentum approach assumes 



a purely inelastic collision in the vertical direction. Thus, the vertical velocity 

becomes zero, and associated kinetic energy is absorbed by the foundation. But 

the angular momentum about the new rocking corner is conserved during the 

impact, so the rocking velocity about the new rocking corner of the block can be 

determined after impact. 

While the energy is assumed to be absorbed by the foundation through im

pacts for the rigid foundation model, the energy dissipation mechanism for the 

flexible foundation model is the viscous dampers of the foundation. However, 

Yim and Chopra (1984a) pointed out that when the foundation springs of a 

Winkler type foundation are relatively stiff (soils are a typical example), the en

ergy dissipation, especially at the zero rocking angle, is of very short duration. 

Thus the two types of energy-dissipating mechanisms would similarly affect the 

structure response. 

If only small rocking motion is of concern, the 2-D rocking system can lend 

itself to a piecewise hnear system, and the Hnear equations can be used to deter

mine the equivalent damping coefficient and stiffness constant of the foundation. 

However, if the full range of rocking motion is of interest, the nonlinearity will 

be kept as part of the system. 

This high nonlinearity and coupling between equations (if degrees of freedom 

other than the rocking angle axe also considered) make closed-form solutions of 

the rocking system impossible. So far, the standard procedure for investigating 

this problem is through numerical integration of the governing equations. First, a 

suitable model for the real physical system is chosen. Next, equations of motion 

are derived. Then, a suitable numerical integration scheme is used to solve 

the problem. Although in a few limited cases, for instance free rocking, some 

information can be obtained through the analytical method, most of the time, a 

computer simulation is the way to investigate the rocking behavior of a certain 

rocking system. When the input function is an ensemble of earthquake records or 

simulated earthquakes, Monte Carlo simulations are needed to give information 

in a probability sense, due to the sensitivity to the boundary conditions and 

input of the rocking system. 

Recently, the finite-element method has been used on the rocking problem. 

Therefore, the geometry of the rocking system can be more realistic. Results 



obtained are comparable with those results from the classical methods. However, 

due to the complexity of the 3-D finite-element method, solid results are reported 

only by Wolf. 

1.3 Objectives 

An important goal of this study is to elucidate the effects of uplift. Tradition

ally, buildings are constructed to avoid uplift. Unnecessary dead weight, large 

base mat projections, and even artificial anchoring schemes are used to achieve 

this goal. Consequently, a lot of material and work are used just for avoiding 

uplift. An objective of this study is to show that the uphft effect can actually 

reduce the acceleration and dynamic stress of the structure. Therefore, uplift can 

be used as a means of base isolation. New economical construction techniques 

may be inspired from this study. 

An additional goal is that through a systematic parametric study, the general 

trend of how system parameters affect the rocking responses can be understood. 

This information wiU be useful to the designers of base isolation systems. 

The final goal of this study is to provide an alternative to the complex 3-D 

finite-element method. Any engineer who has a background in dynamics will 

understand this new model and appreciate its simplicity and completeness. Be

fore running a full-scale detailed analysis, one can analyze a proposed structure's 

rocking behavior with this new model first. The saving in computing time and 

money, plus the insights into real rocking systems obtained from this new model, 

make it more suitable for the evaluation of motion responses and preliminary 

stress analysis of a block-like structure with a circular base. 

1.4 Scope of Research 

In the next chapter, previous works on rocking and uplift are reviewed. They 

are arranged first according to their models, then their dates of publication. The 

important results of each research project are highlighted. 

The new and more complete 3-D model, which is composed of a rigid cylinder 

and a Winkler foundation, is explained in Chapter 3. The governing equations 

are derived by using the Lagrange equation method. An algebraic manipulator, 



"MACSYMA," is used to do aU the algebraic operations, differentiation, and 

integrations in symbohc terms. All of the equations are exact in the sense that 

no truncation or round-off error is involved in the derivation process. Another 

advantage to using an algebraic manipulator language is that the errors due 

to human factors are also avoided. The accelerations and internal stresses at 

several positions are calculated by using simple beam theory. In order to show 

the advantages of this new proposed 3-D model, a 3-D "bonded model" and a 

"fixed base model" are also introduced in this chapter. 

In Chapter 4, the response of the model structure under a simulated earth

quake is obtained by numerical integration of the governing equations. The 

results from the computer simulation are compared with those of the bonded 

and fixed base models. The base isolation advantage of allowing uplift is clearly 

shown by comparing the stress and acceleration plots of the unbonded model 

with their counterparts for the bonded model. Motion responses such as the 

structure's tilting, rolling, and vertical displacement are also observed. 

In Chapter 5, a parametric study of the effects of different system parameters 

on the rocking system is conducted by varying the system parameters one at 

a time. These results give trends of system responses. The designers of base 

isolators may use these trends to outline their designs and do more detailed 

studies or experiments later. 

Concluding remarks and discussion are given in Chapter 6. Suggestions for 

future work are also given in this chapter. 

In the Appendix, the MACSYMA program for deriving the equations is pro

vided for reference. Subprograms F3D1.EQU and RAYLEIGH.EQU are common 

subprograms and their results are used by other subprograms. Subprograms 

F3D2.EQU and F3D4.EQU are used for deriving the equations of motion in the 

no-uplifting-allowed case. The governing equations of the uplifting-allowed case 

are derived from Subprograms F3D3.EQU and F3D5.EQU. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Two-dimensional Study 

2.1.1 Rigid Block on Rigid Foundation 

Housner (1963) was the first to notice that the rocking and upHft of some 

buildings helped them to survive strong earthquakes. By representing the hori

zontal ground aicceleration as a single rectangular pulse, or a half-cycle sine wave 

pulse, he determined the minimum accelerations required to overturn a rigid 

rectangular block. He also formulated the free rocking period equation, which is 

strongly and nonlinearly dependent on the peak rocking angle. By assuming that 

the ground motion is white noise, he developed an approximate analysis based 

on an energy approach for rigid blocks subjected to earthquakes. He concluded 

that there was a scale factor effect that made tall slender structures more stable 

against overturning than might have been expected. Also, a larger block with 

the same height-base ratio was more stable than a smaller one. 

Priestley et al. (1978) developed experiments to confirm Housner's equation 

relating free rocking period and ampUtude. They also showed that the foundation 

rocking of shear wall structures designed to NZS 4203 building code was possible 

under seismic attack. They extended Housner's theory by proposing a simple 

design method for calculating the maximum rocking angle under an earthquake. 

This method first converts the rocking system to a single-degree-of-freedom os

cillator with constant damping. Then the commonly used response-spectra ap

proach in the seismic analysis is used for simulated earthquake excitation. Results 

of this method were verified by testing on an electro-hydratdic shake table. 

Aslam et al. (1980) did some shake-table tests on the earthquake response 

of radiation shielding systems used in particle accelerator laboratories. The free-

rocking experiment results and harmonic ground motion results matched the 

analytical predictions very well. However, the researchers could not get repeata

bility for the simulated earthquake experiments. The lack of repeatability was 
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at tr ibuted to a sHght pitching motion in the shake table and the sensitivity of the 

rocking response of the block to the precise ground motion. The rocking response 

was also found to be very sensitive to the aspect ratio, coefficient of restitution, 

and boundary conditions at the base. For example, a sHght convexity in the base 

surface of the block or the ground would produce different results. 

Yim et al. (1980) studied this model further but from the probabiHty view

point. They performed a series of computer simulations and showed some cu

mulative probabiHties of maximum tilting of a block subjected to an ensemble 

of simulated earthquakes. They found that the probablity of a block exceeding 

any response level, as well as the probabHty of a block overturning, increased 

with an increase in ground motion intensity, slenderness ratio of the block, and 

decrease in its size. These researchers also studied the extreme sensitivity of the 

response of a rocking block to small changes. By examining the change in poten

tial energy of a block, they found that very Httle additional energy was needed 

to overturn a block beyond a large angle. Therefore, even small changes of the 

system parameters that change the input energy into the system only slightly 

might be enough to overturn the whole block. 

In 1982 Ishiyama investigated motions of a rigid block on a rigid floor sub

jected to earthquake excitations, and formulated criteria for overturning the 

block. He classified the possible 2-D plane motions into six types: rest, sUde, 

rotation, slide rotation, translation jump, and rotation jump. He also studied 

criteria of motion transitions. By introducing the tangent restitution coefficient, 

he was able to estimate the magnitude of the tangent impulse at the instant of 

impact, and the motion after impact. He then developed a computer program to 

simulate the effects of any combination of these six movements on a rigid block. 

From his computer simulations, he concluded that the coefficient of friction must 

be greater than the base-height ratio in order for the body to rock. Also, the mo

tions after impact from translation jump were greatly influenced by the normal 

and tangent restitution coefficients. When both the horizontal acceleration and 

velocity of the fioor were larger than a certain level, overturning was possible. 

The steady-state response of a rigid block resting on a rigid foundation 

subjected to horizontal harmonic excitation was examined by Spanos and Koh 

(1984). The nonhnear equation was Unearized to a piecewise linear equation 
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for a slender block. Using this approximation for an initially quiescent structure, 

non-toppling and toppHng regions were identified by varying the input amplitude 

and frequency. Several possible modes of steady-state responses were detected, 

and analytic procedures were developed for determining the ampHtudes of the 

predominant modes and for performing stabiUty analysis. 

Iyengar and Meera (1984) estimated the ground acceleration, velocity, and 

displacement for the Great Nicobar earthquake in 1982 by using a formula de

rived by Ishiyama (1982). Then, by assuming that the ground acceleration was 

a Gaussian random variable, he obtained the probabiHty of overturning for rect

angular objects. 

2.1.2 Rigid Block on Two-spring Foundation 

Psycharis (1983), and Psycharis and Jennings (1983) studied a rigid block 

rocking and uplifting on a two-spring foundation. They obtained two sets of 

linear equations corresponding to full contact or one corner contact situations. 

Therefore, they were able to get a sequentially linear response even though the 

overaU response is not linear. They found that for the two-spring system, the 

rocking response after lift-off could be approximated by a parabola for many 

applications. This approximate approach permitted the estimation of the equiv

alent rocking period and the equivalent critical damping ratio. Then an equiva

lent no-upHft-allowed linear system could be defined. The solution procedure for 

the equivalent system was less complex and even permitted the use of response 

spectra for the estimation of the maximum angle of rotation. By equating the 

vertical forces and the moments about the center of mass for a certain displace

ment and angle of rotation, they also estabhshed a set of relationships to make a 

more complicated but more realistic Winkler system equivalent to a two-spring 

system. In this way, the equivalent two-spring model could be used instead of 

the Winkler foundation. 

2.1.3 Rigid Block on Winkler Foundation 

Spanos and Koh (1985), and Koh (1986) reported the dynamic response of 

a rigid block on a Winkler foundation subjected to a horizontal earthquake-hke 
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modulated white noise by using Monte Carlo simulations. Their simulations in

cluded three different levels of earthquake intensity with a hundred records each. 

The simulations showed that for any particular model, there was an excitation 

intensity threshold below which no toppHng of the block occurs. Above that 

threshold the chance of toppling increased with the intensity. It was also ob

served that toppHng almost always foUowed whenever the center of mass had 

tilted past the vertical through the base corners of the block. They suggested 

that a stiffer foundation would reduce the rocking amplitude and the probability 

of toppling at the expense of increasing stress at the base corners. 

Koh and Spanos (1985) studied the responses of the same model subjected to 

harmonic excitations. An approximate analytical solution combining static con

densation and the method of averaging was used to predict the rocking amplitude 

due to a horizontal harmonic excitation with good accuracy. 

2.1.4 Flexible Structure on Rigid Foundation 

Meek (1975) developed a theory for predicting the response of single mass 

fiexible systems on rigid foundations. The mass point was connected to a massless 

footing by a shear beam. His interest was primarily in slender buildings. He found 

that the maximum lateral displacements and base shear force were reduced if 

rocking and upHft were permitted. However, he also pointed out that the high 

"toe pressure" and colHsion impulses due to uphft might cause damage to the 

foundation soils and superstructures. 

2.1.5 Flexible Structure on Flexible Foundation 

Yim and Chopra (1984a, 1984b) also studied the single mass model but in

cluded two other types of foundations: the two-spring type and the Winkler type. 

Subjected to the El Centro earthquake, the system experienced less maximum 

shear deformation as well as less maximum shear force when uplift was allowed. 

Yim and Chopra (1985) also studied a multistory fiexible structure with a two-

spring type foundation and a Winkler foundation. They demonstrated that a 

reasonable approximation to the maximum response of a multistory structure 

can be obtained by assuming that the soil-structure interaction and foundation 
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mat uphft influence only the response contribution of the fundamental mode of 

vibration. This result was also observed by Psycharis (1983). Consequently, the 

contributions of the higher modes can be computed by standard procedures dis

regarding the effects of interaction and foundation mat uplift. A simplified earth

quake analysis procedure for structures with foundation uphft was presented. 

Setogawa et al. (1987) conducted a series of experiments to study the seismic 

stability of a power plant structure and foundation. They used three different 

models in their experiments: the rigid structure with rigid foundation model, 

the elastic body with rigid foundation model, and the elastic body with elastic 

foundation model. The results confirmed some weU known behaviors due to 

uplift. For example, they confirmed that the rotational stiffness of a foundation 

decreases due to the decrement of base contact area, and that the resonance 

frequency and ampHfication ratio are reduced by uplift. 

Iyengar et al. (1987) pubHshed a paper about the uphft aspects of an idealized 

nuclear power plant. The soil structure interaction was taken into account by 

assuming that the circular base of the structure was resting on a Winkler type 

foundation. The nuclear power plant was lumped into 8 mass-points connected by 

shear beams. Including the rocking and vertical displacement, the system has a 

total of 10 degrees of freedom. Both horizontal and vertical ground accelerations 

were considered; however, the structure was restrained to rock in the vertical 

plane containing the ground excitations. By employing the Runge-Kutta-GiU 

scheme to solve the governing equations, they found that the allowance of uplift 

reduced the overturning moments by 6 percent. The upHft effect on the maximum 

acceleration levels was found to be very small in his study. In conclusion, they 

suggested that nonlinear dynamic analysis was more proper than linear analysis. 

2.1.6 Two-dimensional Finite-element Model 

Recently, the 2-D finite-element method has been used to investigate the 

rocking and uphft problem of heavy structures like nuclear power plants. Hara 

et al. (1987) used the finite-element method for a detailed analysis of the 2-D 

uplift problem. His analysis dealt with the deformation of the base mat , change 

in radiation damping due to uplift, vertical motion of the base mat induced 
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by uplift, partial sHding due to a decrease in contact pressure, and separation 

and sHding that occurred between the soil and the underground wall. From 

the simulation results, they concluded that uplift decreases the magnitude of 

response and the resonance frequency. On the other hand, it increases high 

frequency components of response and induced vertical motion. In addition, 

shake-table tests were performed to verify the theoretical results. Applying their 

analysis to a hypothetical reactor building, the researchers found that very large 

input acceleration is required for the uphft phenomenon. 

Ohshima et al. (1987) studied a typical 4-loop pressurized water reactor 

(PWR) nuclear power plant by using a lumped stick model. Due to the large 

base mat and hard rock foundation of the model power plant, there was little 

difference in response compared to results from traditional Hnear analysis. By 

using 2-D finite-element analysis on the base mat, the researchers also showed 

that the soil pressure and base mat stress were within aUowable limits, even 

with a substantially high uplift ratio. Therefore, they suggested that the current 

Japanese requirements to Hmit the uphft ratio to 30 percent could be relaxed. 

2.2 Three-dimensional Study 

So far, much of the work in this category has been done by Wolf (1976, 1977), 

and Wolf and Skrikerud (1978). They used a 3-D finite-element model to study 

the problem of base mat uplift and observed that even though total displacements 

increase, stress resultants decrease with uphft. In principle, their 3-D finite-

element method is the most advanced model and gives detailed information about 

the structure responses. However, their method consumes a very large amount 

of CPU time. 

Koh and Mustafa (1988) studied the 3-D rocking problem of a rigid cyHnder 

on a rigid foundation by using a traditional dynamic approach. System equations 

were formulated by using Newton's second law. Then, numerical simulations were 

performed to identify four types of non-topphng free responses by varying the 

initial conditions. The various types of responses were found to fall into several 

regimes. A toppHng criterion was also obtained analytically and was verified by 

the simulations. 



CHAPTER m 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

3.1 System Description 

The system of interest is depicted in Figure 2. The model structure is as

sumed to be a homogeneous rigid cylinder with height 2H, radius r , and mass 

771. The center of mass of the model structure is marked cm,. The interaction be

tween the model structure and its foundation soils is taken into consideration by 

assuming the foundation to be the Winkler type. A Winkler foundation is made 

of distributed independent linear springs and dashpots with stiffness constant k 

and damping coefficient c per unit area, respectively. 

The XYZ coordinates shown in Figure 2 are the inertial reference frame. 

Reference frame xyz is fixed on the Winkler foundation, and the reference frame 

XzVsZz is fixed on the model structure. The direction of gravity is conveniently 

assumed to be parallel with the Z axis and to point vertically downward. 

During the rocking motion, the model structure has three degrees of rotational 

freedom. Therefore, three Eulerian angles are chosen to describe its general 

orientation. First, a rotation 4> of the model structure about Z axis is taken to 

yield an intermediate position where body-fixed coordinates, which previously 

coincided with fixed direction X,Y,Z, are now the Xi,yi,Zi coordinate axes, 

respectively. The Xi axis is called the Hne of nodes. Then another rotation 6 

about the new Xi axis, the line of nodes, produces a new intermediate position 

where the body-fixed axes Xi,yi,Zi become the X2,y2,Z2 coordinate set. A final 

rotation a about the new y2 ^•xis produces the final orientation of the model 

structure where the body-fixed axes are now the X3,y3,23 coordinate system. 

Traditionally, the rotation motions described by these three Eulerian angles are 

called precession, nutation, and spin according to their order. In order to match 

the physical meaning of this rocking system, and since the (j) rotation angle 

describes the roUing motion of the model structure on its foundation, it is called 

14 
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the rolHng angle. The 0 is called the tilt angle, for it represents the tilt of the 

model structure relative to its foundation at any instant of time. Since the spin 

about axis 23 is represented by the rotation angle a, it is called the spin angle. 

There are four assumptions made in this new rocking model. First, it is 

assumed that the foundation has no rotation motion. The exciting ground motion 

is acting in horizontal and vertical directions, and the components of the ground 

acceleration are denoted Xg,yg, and Zg, respectively. This assumption is based 

on the observation that the ground motions are predominantly translational. 

Second, for simpHcity, the foundation is assumed to be rigid in the horizontal 

direction. That is, there is no foundation deformation aHowed in the horizontal 

direction so that the Winkler foundation is composed of vertical springs and 

dashpots. Third, because soils are low in tensile strength, it is assumed that 

the springs and dashpots of the foundation wiU separate from the base of the 

model structure whenever the springs are to be in tension. Last, it is assumed 

that during the rocking motion, the friction is large enough to prevent slippage 

between the foundation and the structure base. This assumption guarantees that 

after the earthquake, the structure will have its original position and orientation. 

This assumption is generally true because normaHy structures do return to their 

old position after earthquakes. 

3.2 Derivation of Equations of Motion 

3.2.1 Degrees of Freedom 

For a rigid body free to move in space, there are six independent generalized 

coordinates to describe its motion, and thus it has six degrees of freedom. In this 

rocking system, by the assumption of no sHppage, the center of the base of the 

model structure is forced to move horizontally with its foundation, whose motion 

has been described as the input. Therefore, the only translational degree of 

freedom of the system is the vertical displacement. The independent generalized 

coordinate for translation is chosen to be 2, which is the vertical displacement of 

the center of the base of the cyHnder relative to the undeformed surface of the 

foundation. Another effect of no sHppage is that the third Eulerian angle a wiU 

have the same magnitude but wiU be opposite that of the first Eulerian angle (j) 
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during the whole motion. That is, a = -(j). The roUing angle (j) and the tilt angle 

6 are chosen to be two other independent generalized coordinates. Therefore, the 

rocking system has only three degrees of freedom. 

3.2.2 Lagrange's Equation 

The equations of motion of this rocking system are derived by Lagrange's 

equation method, which can be written as 

d_ (dL\ _ aL dD_ 
dt \dqij dqi dqi 

0 (i = 1, 2, 3) (3.1) 

where qi is one of the three independent generaHzed coordinates, L is the La

grangian, and D is the Rayleigh dissipation function of this rocking system. 

The Lagrangian, L, is defined as the difference between the kinetic energy, T, 

and the potential energy, V, or 

L=T-V. (3.2) 

The Rayleigh dissipation function is related to the viscous damping of the Win

kler foundation and wiU be discussed latter. 

One of major advantages of Lagrange's equation method is that the number 

of equations of motion derived is equal to the number of degrees of freedom the 

system has; the constrained coordinates have been removed. Thus, the constraint 

forces do not appear in the problem, and the number of unknowns is reduced. 

Another advantage is that Lagrange's equation method is independent of the 

coordinates system. One is therefore able to solve the rocking problem in terms 

of the most economical coordinates as long as these coordinates are suitably 

chosen so that they do not violate the physical constraints of the system. 

3.2.3 Kinetic Energy 

The kinetic energy of this rocking system is the sum of the translational 

kinetic energy and rotational kinetic energy of the cyHnder. The translational 

kinetic energy is associated with the absolute velocity of the center of mass and 

can be obtained as follows. With reference to Figure 2, the position vector of 

file:///dqij
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the center of mass of the model structure relative to the inertial reference frame 

is given by the vector 

rem = ri -K r2 + rs . (3.3) 

As shown in Figure 2, r i is the position vector of the origin of the reference frame 

xyz relative to the inertial reference frame XYZ, T2 is the position vector of the 

center of the base of the model structure relative to the xyz reference frame, and 

r3 is the position vector of the center of mass relative to the body-fixed frame 

xzVsZz- Thus 

and 

r i = Xgl+YgJ + ZgK 

T2 = dj + dyj + zk 

rs = 0 i3 + 0 J3 + Hkz . 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Here, d^ and dy are constants since no sHppage is allowed between the base of 

the cylinder and the foundation; I , J , K are the unit vectors of the X,Y, Z axes; 

i , j , k are the unit vectors of the x,y,z axes; and i3,J3,k3 are the unit vectors of 

the X3,y3,23 axes. These unit vectors are related to each other by the equations 

(3.7) 
I 

< J 

K 

i 

• = 111 1 j 
[H 

and 

J 

k 

13 

[1][^][^][^] I J3 
k3 

(3.8) 

where [1] is an unit matrix to show no relative rotation between axes XYZ and 

xyz, [Al] is the orthogonal transformation matrix from reference frame x^yiZi 

to the foundation fixed reference frame xyz, and [^2], [A3] is the orthogonal 

transformation matrix from the 2322/222 to XiyiZi and then from the xzyzZz to 
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X2y2Z2 reference frames, respectively. And 

[Ar] = 

cos (f) — sin ^ 0 

sin (j) cos (f) 0 

0 0 1 

[A2] = 

[A3] = 

1 0 0 

0 cos 6 — sin 6 

0 sin 6 cos 6 

cos a — sin a 0 

sin a cos a 0 

0 0 1 

However, due to the no sHppage condition (a = —(f)) 

{A3] = 

COS <f> sin (̂  0 

• sin (p cos (j) 0 

0 0 1 

Expressing Tcm in the XYZ coordinate form, it becomes 

*-r.m. ~~' 

•^9 

^9 

> + [!]< 

0 

0 

2 

f ° 
» + [1] [^ ] [A2] [^3] 0 

i ^ 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Representing the time derivative by a dot, the absolute velocity of the mass 

center is 

Jt^'-^^ 

i» 

Vt 

^' \ 

1 H ° ° i^j 
+ jfiA,][A2][Az]) { 0 

Therefore, the translational kinetic energy, Ttrani becomes 

0 

0 

H 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Ttrn.ry = - m r , C771 * cm (3.16) 
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The absolute angular velocity of the cyHnder, which goes through three Eu

lerian angle rotations, has been given as 

oj = <^ki -F 612 - (^k3 

Since 

and 

I2 

J2 

k2 

I3 

\ = [Az] { J3 

k3 

or 

ki = — sin 6 sin ^is -|- sin 6 cos ^js + cos Bkz 

\2 = cos ^13 + sin (f)^z + Oka 

the angular velocity in the X3y323 reference frame becomes 

t^ = ^3:313 + 't'y3J3 + w^sks 

or in the component vector form. 

^xZ 

Wj,3 

^z3 

—(f) sin 6 sin (f) + 6 cos (f> 

(f) sin 6 cos (f) + 6 sin (f) 

—(f) + ^ cos 6 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

where the 6,(f> are the first time derivatives of 6 and ^. Thus, the rotational 

kinetic energy of the system, T^ot, is then given by 

1 
Trot = -OJ • I • W (3.24) 

where I is the central inertia dyadic about the cylinder's principal axes that pass 

through the center of mass. That is. 

I = hx'lsU + -fyyjsjs + Lz^-sks (3.25) 
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where 

•'•XX -̂  yy 

The total kinetic energy, T, is 

3r^ + 4H^ 

12 

L. = -

•'• — •'-tran + Trot • 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

3.2.4 Potential Energy 

The potential energy, V, of the system has two sources : the potential energy 

due to gravity and the strain potential energy due to compression of springs. 

That is, 

' — 'epring i 'gravity yo.Zi)j 

where Vgravity is the potential energy due to gravity and can be written as 

Vgravity = mgT^ • K . (3.30) 

With reference to Figure 3, the elastic potential energy of the spring is an integral 

over the whole contact area. A, between the base of the model structure and its 

foundation. Because of the uplift, the contact area is not always a fuU circle. 

Since at a certain value of y2, the springs under the differential area dA along 

the axis X2 are compressed by the same amount, it is convenient to integrate the 

elastic potential energy along axis 2/2 a-s 

V. spring 
kSHA 

JA2 

= \kf/{2^T^-yl)dy2 

where 

s = 
r no uphft 

-P^s upHft 
sine' ^ 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 
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and s is the distance from the center of the base to the border between the contact 

and separation area, and 6 is the magnitude of the local vertical deformation of 

the foundation spring. Then 

6 = {s -2/2) sin 6 . (3.34) 

3.2.5 Dissipation Energy 

The dissipation of energy from the rocking system is due to the linear viscous 

dampers at the base. For viscous damping, the Rayleigh dissipation function, D, 

is defined as an integral over the whole contact area A. As shown in Figure 4, to 

integrate along the 2/2 axis, D is given as 

D = l\<i,fdA 

1 f rV^'-vi 2 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

where r-Q is the vertical component of local velocity of an arbitrary differential 

element dA on the base of the model structure. With reference to Figure 2 and 

Figure 4, the position vector of dA relative to the foundation is given by 

r2 + r4 

where 

r4 = 1313 + 2/3J3 + Oka 

or as expressed in the x,y,z reference frame 

[ scs 

r4 = [1] [A,] [A2] [A3] I 2/3 

0 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

The local vertical speed is 

ra = -{ra).k. (3.40) 
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However, in order to perform the integration given by Equation 3.36 along the 

2/2 axis, the local vertical speed in the above equation has to be transformed into 

terms of 2:2 and 2/2 first. That is done by 

X3 

2/3 

23 

= [^3] 
- 1 

X2 

2/2 

22 

or 
X3 = X2 cos ^ — 2/2 sin (f) 

2/3 = X2 sin (f) + y2 cos (f> 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

where the [A3] is the inverse of [A3]. 

3.2.6 Equations of Motion 

By substituting Equations 3.2 and 3.36 into Equation 3.1, one can obtain the 

equations of motion of this rocking system as foUows. Lagrange's equation of 

motion for the 2 coordinate is 

for the 6 coordinate is 

dt \di ^ 

d_ (dV 

di\de, 

dL dD „ 
OZ OZ 

^ + ^ = 0 
66 36 

and for the 4> coordinate is 

_d (dL\ _dL_ d£^^ 
dt [d^J d(f)^ dit)~ 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

Two different sets of equations are obtained for the regimes of the response; 

during fuU contact and after uphft. The equations of motion during full contact 

are 

6 = {-ATTCT^Hz sin 6 

— Airkr^Hz sin 6 

+ AmH^6^ cos 6 sin B 
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+ Am^Hyg cos (f) cos 6 

— AmHxg cos 6 sin (f) 

— AI^z^^ cos6sin6 

+ Ahz^^sin6 

+ 4/a,x^^ cos 6 sin 6 

+ AmH^^^ cos6sine 

— -Kcr^B cos^ 6 

— irkr* cos 5 sin 0) 

/ (47». 

+ 47715^ COŜ  6) (3.47) 

(—TTcr̂ i 

— Tvkr^z 

+ mH6^ cos e 

-(- mE6 sin ^ 

- rng) 

/m (3.48) 

<̂  = ( - 8 J „ ^ ^ c o s 0 s i n 6 

-I- SIz^^6sin6 

+ SIxx<i>6 COS 6 sin 6 

-I- 8mH^ ^6 cos 6 sin 6 

+ AmHyg sin </» sin 5 

-I- AmHxg cos ^ sin ^ 

-I- TTCT-^^sin^^) 

/ (4J„ sin '̂ 0 

- ALx sin^ e 
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- 4mH^ sin '̂ 6 

+ 8h, cos 6 

- 8 / „ ) . 

The equations of motion during the upHft period are 

6 = {16cz^zcos6sin6\/r^ sin^ 6 — z^ 

- 2AcHzz sin^ dy/r^ sin̂ * 6 - z^ 

- 24cr^5'2 sin^ 5 arcsinf ) 
> s i n 5 ^ 

+ 127rcr^fi'2 sin^ e 

- 16cr2i cos 6 sin^ 6^r^ sin^ 6 - z^ 

- I2cz^d cos^ e\/r^ sin^ 9 - z^ 

+ Akz^ cos 6 sin 6\lr^ sin^ 6 - z^ 

+ 16c5'2^e cos 6 sin '̂ 6\Jr^ sin^ 6 - z^ 

- 8kHz^ sin^ By/r^ sin '̂ ^ - 2^ 

+ 6cr^2^ cos^ e sin^ 6\/r^ sin^ ^ - 2^ 

- 24A!r^ir2sin^6 arcsin(—:-—;) 
r smP 

+ 127rA;r'^ir2 sin^ 6 

- 10Jfer̂ 2 cos B sin^ B\/r^ sin^ ^ - 2^ 

- 24mir2^^cosesin^e 

- 2A.mHyg cos ^ cos B sin* ^ 

-(- 2Am,Hxg cos ^ sin ^ sin* 6 

-h 24I„(^^cos^sin^5 

- 24I„(^^ sin^ B 

- 2AI^x^^ cos 6 sin^ ^ 

- 24m5'^(/>^cos5sin^e 

- IGcr^HB cos ^ sin* e\/r^ sin^ ^ - 2^ 

- 6cr*^ sin* 6 cos^ ^ a 

+ ZiTcr^d cos^ 6 sin* B 

6cr^e sin* 5 cos^ B arcsin( . . ) 
7* sm ^ 

(3.49) 
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- IGkr^H sin^ By/r^ sin' 6 - z^ 

- 6A;r-* cos 5 sin^ ^ arcsin(—;—) 

+ 37rfcr* cos 6 sin^ 6) 

/ ( - 2 4 4 , s i n * ^ 

- 24m5"' cos' 6 sin* 6) 

r sin ^ 

(3.50) 

= (6c22 sin 6yr^ sin' 6 — z^ 

+ 6cr '2sin^5 arcsin( 
r sin^ ) 

— STTcr'i sin^ 6 

- Acz^e COS 9\lr^ sin' 6 - z^ 

+ 2fc2' s i n e 7 r 2 s i n ' ^ - 2 2 

+ 6A;7''2sin^^ arcsin(—:—-) 
r sin ^' 

— Z-Kkr^z sin^ 6 

+ ^mH6^ cos e sin^ B 

+ 6mfi'6'sin*e 

— 677i2p sin^ 6 

— 6mg sin^ 6 

+ Acr^B cos 6 sin' ^\/r2 sin' ^ - 2^ 

-f 4fcr' sin^ B\lr^ sin^ B - z^) 

I (6m sin^ 0) (3.51) 

^ = {Acz^4)\lr^ sin' « - 2^ 

- 10c7- '2<^sin '^\ / r2sin '5-22 

- 48Jz^<^^cos^sin^e 

-t-48J„(^^sin^e 

+ A8I^^4>6 cos e sin^ ^ 

+ A8mH^^6cosBsin^6 
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+ 2AmHyg sin (f) sin^ 6 

+ 2AHxg cos (f) sin^ 6 

- 6cr*(isin*5 arcsinf ) 
^sinB^ 

+ 37rcr'*<^ sin* 6) 

/ ( 2 4 7 „ s i n * ^ 

- 2 4 4 , sin* 6 

- 2AmH^ sin* 6 

+ 481^^ cos 6 sin' B 

- A8h, sin' B) . 
(3.52) 

It is noticed that both Equations 3.48 and 3.51 have a 6 term. Therefore, 

they are not in the state equations form. In order to be in the state equations 

form, one needs to substitute the 6 in Equation 3.47 into Equation 3.48, and 

the 6 in Equation 3.50 into Equation 3.51. However, to keep z in the form of 

Equation 3.48 or 3.51 has two advantages. First, the equations are much more 

concise and easier to be read. Second, they are more suitable for computing than 

they are in the form of state equations, because ah the terms associated with B 

need to be calculated only once when Equations 3.48 and 3.51 are in this concise 

form. 

3.2.7 Accelerations 

The acceleration is a good index for showing the dynamic response of the 

rocking system. The accelerations of the center of the top, the center of mass, 

and the center of the base of the cyHnder are chosen in this study to show the 

dynamic response of this rocking system. The acceleration of a point along the 

23 axis can be easily obtained by differentiating its position vector twice with 

respect to time. For example, the acceleration of the center of mass, acnn is 

3^cm — r e m (3.53) 

where the Tcm is the position vector of the center of mass of the cyHnder relative 

to the inertial frame and is given in Equation 3.3. Or, from Equation 3.15 it can 
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= Tt^'-^ 
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% + 
0 

0 

z 
+ 37j([^l][^][^3]) dt^ 

Represented in its three components along the X,Y,Z axes, 

Xcm = 2H(f)6 cos (f) cos 6 

— HB sin(f)sinB 

-j- HB sin (f) cos 6 

+ H(f> cos (f) sin B 

— H^^ sin ^ sin 6 

IS 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

Ycm = 2H^6 sin ^ cos ^ 

-I- H 6^ cos (f) sin 6 

— 5^^ cos ^ cos 5 

-|- H (f) sin (f) sin B 

+ JB"^' cos (f> sin 5 

+ ys (3.56) 

Zcm. — 

- H 6^ COS 6 

- H 6 sin 6 

+ Zg . (3.57) 

The general form of the acceleration of any point along the 23 axis is obtained by 

replacing H in Equation 3.54 with 23, the distance between that point and the 
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center of the base. Therefore, its three components in the direction of X , Y, Z 

are given as 

X23 — 2zz(f)6 cos (f> cos 6 

— zzB^ sin ^ sin 6 

-\- 236 sin ^ cos 6 

-)- 23^ cos ^ sin 0 

— 23 (^' sin ^ sin 0 

+ xg (3.58) 

Yz. --

Zz. •• 

= 2zz(f>6 sin ^ cos 6 

-r 23^ ' COS ^ sin ^ 

— 23^ cos (f) cos 6 

•+• 23^ sin ^ sin 6 

-|- 23 (^' cos (f) sin ^ 

+ i/fl 

= z 

— 23 a cos 6 

— 23^ sin ^ 

+ 2fl . 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 

The acceleration of the center of the top of the structure is obtained as 

X^j = AH ^6 cos (f) cos 6 

- 2H6^sin(f)sin6 

+ 2H6 sin (f) cos 6 

-\- 2H (j) cos ^ sin B 

- 2H^^sin(f)sinB 

+ i . (3-61) 

• 
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Yr, = AH ^6 sin (f) cos 6 

+ 2H6^cos(f>sinB 

— 2H6 cos (f) cos 6 

-f 2H (f) sin (f) sin B 

-\- 2H^ cos (̂  sin ^ 

+ Vg (3.62) 

Z^t = z 

- 2H9^ cos B 

- 2H6sinB 

+ Zg. (3.63) 

Similarly, by setting 23 to 0, the acceleration at the center of the base of the 

cylinder is 

Xcb = Xg 

Ycb = Vg 

Zcb — Z + Zg . 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

3.2.8 Use of Algebraic Manipulator 

The labor required to formulate the equations of motion for the above sys

tem is very burdensome and is prone to error. It is advantageous to resort to 

the use of a computer to perform such tasks as differentiations, multiplications, 

substitutions, integrations, and so forth, in literal form. 

The symbol manipulation language used in this study to derive the govern

ing equations is called MACSYMA from Symbolic, Inc. A program written in 

MACSYMA has been developed and given in the Appendix for reference. It is 

composed of six subprograms. Subprogram F3D1.EQU formulates the rotational 

and translational kinetic energy and the gravity potential energy of the system. 

It also gives the equations of acceleration at the center of the top, mass, and base 
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of the cyHnder. Subprogram RAYLEIGH.EQU derives the Rayleigh dissipation 

energy for both full contact and partial upHft cases. Results from these two 

subprograms are used by other subprograms. Subprogram F3D2.EQU derives 

the strain potential energy for the full contact case, formulates the Lagrangian, 

and then performs Lagrange's equation method. Subprogram F3D4.EQU reads 

the outputs from F3D2.EQU and converts them into forms suitable for numeri

cal calculations. Subprograms F3D3.EQU and F3D5.EQU do the same thing for 

the partially upHfting case. The reason for making six separate programs instead 

of a single big one is to make the debugging process easier. Also, the smaller 

programs enable one to work within the memory or working space limit of the 

computer and MACSYMA. 

3.3 Stress Analysis 

In order to study the stresses inside the model structure, a free body diagram 

of an upper portion of the cylinder is shown in Figure 5. This upper portion 

is called part P in brief. Part P has mass m,", height 2H*, and is connected 

with the other portion of the cyHnder at cross section P. Its center of mass, 

cm,', is with 23cm' units of length away from the base of the cylinder. The 

position vector of cm," relative to the center of the base of the model structure 

is r5. Gravity is acting downward and passing through cm,*. The components of 

equivalent external force and the external moment acting on cross section P in 

the directions of axes 253,2/3, and 23, are denoted Fx3,Fy3,Fz3 and Mj,3,My3, M^-z-

From Newton's second law, the force and moment are obtained as follows. First, 

the external force acting on cross section P is 

F = m'aicm' - Ffl (3.67) 

where F^ is the gravity force and acm' is the absolute acceleration of cm'. Rep

resenting F in component vector form and in terms of Fx^Fy, and Fz, the three 

spatial components in the directions of the inertia reference frame axes X , Y, 
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and Z, F becomes 

Fx 

Fy 

Fz 

X, cm* 

> = T7X Y„ m 

0 

0 

-9 

(3.68) 

where Xcm*lYcm*^ â nd Zcm' are the components of the absolute accelerations of 

cm," in directions of axes X, Y, and Z. The first term of the right-hand side of 

Equation 3.68 is obtained by differentiating the position vector of cm,', rem*5 

twice with respect to time. Since 

Tcm* = r i -F r2 -f rg 

where the position vector Vz is given by 

rs = 0 i3 + 0 J3 + 23c„.k3 

the three components of absolute acceleration are 

(f' 
X . 

dt^ (rem-)-I 

Y„ 

= 223cTn* ^ ^ c o s (̂  c o s 6 

- 23„„.^ ' s in^sin0 

-1- 23cm. ^ s i n ^ COS 0 

+ 23cm* ^ COS ^ s i n ^ 

- 23cm'<^̂  sin ^ sin ^ 

+ 'ig 

= ^ ( w ) - J 

= 2 2 3 c m ' ^ ^ s i n ^ COS 5 

+ 23cm'^^ COS ^ s i n 5 

- 23cm'^ c o s ^ COS ^ 

-I- 23cm'^sin^sin5 

+ 23cm'<^^ COS (̂  s i n e 

(3.69) 

(3.70) 

(3.71) 
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+ Vg 

V (^ ( s 
Zcm* = — ( r c m ' ) - K 

= Z 

— Zzcm'O COS 6 

— zzcm* 6 sin 6 

+ Zg . 

(3.72) 

(3.73) 

Now, representing the force F in terms of F^z,Fy3,Fz3 in matrix form, it 

becomes 

-^x3 

F,3 

\ = [Az]-' [A2]-' [A,]-' { Fy 

Fz 

(3.74) 

where [A3] •^,[A2] \ and [Ai] -̂  are the inverse matrices of [A3], [A2], and [Ai], 

the orthogonal transformation matrices in Equations 3.9 to 3.11. By letting 

[C] = [Az]-' [A2]-' [Al]-' [1] . (3.75) 

Equation 3.74 becomes 

•Cx3 

Fy3 

F.Z 

Xcm' 

m' [C] I Ycm-

Zcm' +9 

(3.76) 

Second, the sum of the external moments about cm', T, can be obtained by 

using Euler's equations for body-fixed principal axes which pass through cm,", 

that is. 

r = [IxZOCxS - (^yZi^zz{IyZ " hz)]^3 

+ [IyZOLyZ - W33a>a:3(/i3 - 1x3)^3 

+ [IzZ<Xz3 - OJxZ^^yzilxZ " Iyz)]^Z 

where 

IxZ = lyZ = "^ 
,3r' + 4 ( ^ - ) ' 

12 

(3.77) 

(3.78) 
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Irz = m,'— (3.79) 

are the mass moments of inertia of part P about its three principal axes through 

cm*, and a^^z^ oi-yZi and a^z are the components of absolute angular acceleration 

of the cyHnder along the 2:3, 2/3, and 23 axes. Therefore, 

OL = a^gia -F a^ajg -F a^z^z (3.80) 

The angular velocity has been given by Equation 3.22. Since Xg, 2/3, 23 are the 

body fixed reference frame. 

= •^('^'=3)^3 + -^(Wy3)J3 + ^ ( ' ^ z 3 ) k 3 + UJ X a» 

= •^('^=3)13 + ^(^y3)J3 + ^ K 3 ) k 3 . 

(3.81) 

(3.82) 

(3.83) 

By equating Equation 3.80 to the above equation, one can obtain the angular 

acceleration components. Since T is the sum of the external moments about C7n ,̂ 

it is given by 

r = Mx3i3 + M„3J3 + M23k3 - fi'"k3 X F 

= Mxsis + Mĵ 3J3 + M^sks + H'Fy3iz - H'Fxziz (3.84) 

where M^z, Myz, and M23 are the three components of the external moment 

acting at cross section P. By equating Equation 3.84 with Equation 3.77, the 

external moments matrix is 

M. x3 

M, y3 

M. 23 

S'FyZ 

-H'F^z > 

0 

(3.85) 
-^x3Ctx3 — WysWiS {lyZ — Izz) 

} = { lyZOLyZ - ^zZ^xZ [IzZ - Ixz) 

Iz30Lz3 — Wa3Wy3 (-^x3 " lyz) 

Consider the stresses of an infinitesimal element abcdfg shown in Figure 6 

and Figure 7. This element is in the form of a cube with the the face abed in 

the plane of the cross section P. Under the actions of ^3,3, Fyz, and Fz3 and 
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Mx3, Myz, and M^a, the stresses a^^, (Tyy, and T ^ are zeroes. The normal stress 

o-„ is the result of Mx3,Myz, and F^z- By employing simple beam theory and 

assuming a positive sign for tension, the normal stress a,, is 

-Mxzy , Myzx F^ 

A - " = — ^ + -f- - -f (3.86) 

where 
J. 7rr 

~ ~4~ 

and 

A = 7rr' 

(3.87) 

(3.88) 

are the area moment of inertia about the diameter and area of the cross section 

P, respectively. The shear stress T^^ is a result of the moment M^z and shear 

force Fxz, and is given by 

_ -yM,z . - F x 3 ( r ' - x ' ) Fyzxy 
rxz - —J— + 3 j 3 ^ (3.89) 

where 

J = — (3.90) 

is the polar moment of inertia of cross section P about axis 23, and x and y are the 

distances of the element to point E along axes X3 and 2/3, as shown in Figure 7. 

The second and third terms of the right hand side of the above equation are 

obtained from two assumptions. First, the shear stress due to the shear force ^3.3 

at any other point along the line pp is directed toward a common point on the 

X3 axis. Second, the vertical components of the shear stresses are equal for all 

points along the Hne pp. The first assumption gives the direction of the stresses, 

and the second assumption yields the magnitude of the stresses. The error of the 

approximate result based on the above two assumptions is only a few percent 

compared with the exact theory of elasticity (Timoshenko and Goodier 1970). 

Similarly, the shear stress Ty^ is a result of the moment M^z and shear force Fyz, 

and is given by 
M.3 X ^ Fy3 ( r ' - 2/') F,z xy ^3_g^^ 

T,„ = " ' - J ^ 31 3 / 
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For five selected points fixed on the structure as shown in Figure 7, the stresses 

are obtained as foUows: 

Point A 

X = r, 2/ = 0 

(T^^ = î  ' AT 

Txz = 0 (3.92) 

• yz 

Point B 

X = 0, y = r 

<Tzr = 
-rMx3 , , s2. 

^ + ^ (3.93) 

Tyz = 0 

Point C 

X = —r, 2/ = 0 

-rM, ^ + ^ 

= 0 (3.94) 

-TM^ , Mk 
'2/2 T - + ^ 
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Point D 

X = 0, y=-r 

<T,^ = zM^^-F z2. 

irrr ^ + ^ (3.95) 

Point E 

Tyz = 0 . 

(T^^ = 

X ^0, 2/ = 0 

AF y3 

(3.96) 

'y^ ~ 3 X 

The principal stresses of element abcdfg are the eigenvalues of the element's 

stress tensor, which now is 

By solving 

/ 0 0 T„ \ 

0 0 Ty, 

\ Txz Ty2 0-̂ 2 J 

0 - (T 0 T^z 

0 0 - CT Tyz 

Txz Tyz (Tzz - 0" 

(3.97) 

= 0 

or 

o-'(^« - <̂ ) + ^TI, + (TTI, = 0 

(3.98) 

(3.99) 

one can obtain the principal stresses, a. Arranging them in descending order. 
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one obtains 

ĉ i _ 2 

^ 2 = 0 (3.100) 

- 5 0-3 

and the maximum shear stress 

_ 0"! — P"3 
^max — _ (3.101) 

3.4 Bonded Model and Fixed Model 

In order to show the advantages of the new proposed 3-D model, a 3-D 

"bonded model" model was also studied. The bonded model has the same model 

structure and foundation as the model described in Section 3.1. However, in 

the bonded model the base of the model structure is always perfectly bonded 

to its foundation. Thus, the model structure is rocking and roUing but not up

lifting when it is subjected to foundation excitations. From now on, the new 

model described in Section 3.1 is referred to as the "unbonded model" in order 

to differentiate it from the "bonded model." 

An ideal mode l considered in this study is the fixed-base model or simply 

"fixed model." In this model, the structure is fixed with a rigid foundation. 

Under this assumption, the model structure, a rigid cyHnder, is forced to move 

exactly with its foundation. There is no rocking, no rolHng, and no upHfting for 

the model structure, and the acceleration of any point inside the model structure 

wiU be exactly the same as the acceleration of its foundation. 

Since no uplifting is allowed, the governing equations for the bonded model 

are just Equations 3.47 through 3.49. The stress analysis discussed in the last 

section is also directly appHcable to both the bonded model and fixed model. 
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Figure 2: System Description 
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Area 
Contact 

Figure 3: Spring Potential Energj' 
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Area of 
Contact 

Figure 4: Rayleigh Dissipation Energy 
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Cross 
Section P 

Cross Section P 

Figure 5: Free Body Diagram 
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Figure 6: Element abcdfg 
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Figure 7: Five Body Fixed Elements and Element abcdfg 



CHAPTER IV 

ROCKING UNDER EARTHQUAKES 

4.1 Earthquake Simulation 

In this study the external excitations Xg, jjg, and Zg are simulated earthquake 

ground accelerations. Each of them is composed of a stationary random process 

W{t) and a modulating function G{t). These random processes have a constant 

power spectral density, so they are white noise processes. In order to capture the 

ampHtude variation characteristic of typical earthquake acceleration records, the 

modulating function rises rapidly from zero to a peak of unity and decays expo

nentially to zero (Shinozuka et al. 1967), as shown in Figure 8. The modulating 

function is given by 

G{t) = 4(e -0.25t -Q.5t 
) (4.1) 

The white noise processes are generated by the following procedure. First, 

a sequence of statistically independent random numbers Wi,W2,Wz,Wi. • • • ,Wn, 

which possess a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a variance of 

unity, is generated. This sequence of random numbers can be obtained by calHng 

a subroutine GGNML of IMSL or any other equivalent random number generator. 

Then, a sample function can be estabhshed by assigning the values Wi,W2,--- ,Wn 

to n successive ordinates spaced at equal intervals Ae along a time abscissa 

and by assuming a linear variation of ordinates over each interval. Finally, the 

white noise process of intensity 5o is produced by multiplying each Wi by the 

normalization factor J27:So/Ae, where So is a constant. Ruiz and Penzien (1969) 

reported that in the Hmit as Ae approaches zero, this process becomes Gaussian 

white noise of intensity So over the infinite frequency range. 

Since a real earthquake is stronger in the horizontal direction, the vertical 

component of the simulated earthquake is assumed to be two-thirds of the hori

zontal components. They are 

xg{t) = G{t)Wi[t) (4.2) 

44 
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yg{i) = G{t)W2it) (4.3) 

^9{t) = lG{t)Wz{t) (4.4) 

where Wi{t), Wzit), and Wz{t) are three independent stationary white noise pro

cesses with equal intensity So- In this study, the Ae is given a value of 0.05 

second, the gravity constant, g, is assumed to be 9.81 meters per second per 

second, and So is 0.000125 ^ ' second. One typical simulated earthquake record 

under these conditions is shown in Figure 9. Such hypothetical excitations can 

be related to any real earthquake (Spanos and Vargas 1985). 

4.2 Initial Conditions 

Before the earthquake excitations, quiescent initial conditions are assumed 

for the system, that is, ZQ = 0, ^o = 0, ô = 0, ^o = 0, and Zo = mg/{7rr^k) is 

the static equilibrium position. Since the initial tilting angle is zero degrees, the 

first and third Eulerian angles are not distinguishable. Consequently, the initial 

rolHng angle, ^05 can be any value or is undetermined at this stage. 

This special difficulty of using Eulerian angles to describe 3-D rotational 

motion is also visible in the equations of motion. Equation 3.49 becomes zero 

divided by zero, a mathematicaUy undeterrmined condition, when this set of 

quiescent initial conditions are substituted in. Consequently, (f> and (f) of the next 

time step cannot be determined from solving Equation 3.49 either. 

This difficulty can be solved by physical reasoning. The center of mass of the 

model structure wiU resist the first or initial ground excitation impulse by trying 

to remain at its old position according to Newton's first law. Therefore, the only 

rotational motion of this cylinder between the first and the second earthquake 

impulses is that the cyHnder tilts toward the direction of the coming resultant 

horizontal excitation. First, this argument impHes that (f) is zero before the second 

earthquake impulse comes. Consequently, ^ and (f) of the first time step will have 

the same value at the initial (f), that is, <;̂ i = 0 and ^1 = <̂ o- Secondly, the (f)i 

can be uniquely determined now because the 2/2 axis associated with tilt angle B, 
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which tilts to the direction of earthquake impulse, is uniquely determined. The 

rolHng angle (f), with reference to Figure 2, is the angle between axes x and Xi 

according to the right-hand rule. It must be noted, however, that because of the 

four different situations of incoming horizontal excitations and the range of the 

principal value of an arctangent function, the angle (f>i needs to be calculated 

differently, as 
X 

2TT - arctan ^ Xg > 0 , y^ > 0 
i/g 

<f>0 = < 

axctan - ^ Xg<0 , 2/g > 0 

TT — arctan -^ Xg < 0 , jjg < 0 
yg 

•K -\- arctan -^^^ Xp > 0 , % < 0 
yg 

(4.5) 

4.3 Stiffness Constant and Damping Coefficient 

The stiffness and damping properties of soils are excitation frequency and 

displacement amplitude dependent. However, for its mathematical simpHcity, 

the Winkler foundation is widely used for considering soil-structure interaction. 

The Winkler type foundation in this study is assumed to consist of distributed 

linear springs and dashpots with stiffness constant k and damping coefficient c 

per unit area. To determine the values of k and c, it is assumed that the zero-

damping, small-osciUation-rocking frequency of the model structure is w^ hertz, 

and the damping ratio is C,. For small rocking, before the z term is replaced by 

Equation 3.48, the rocking equation of motion is 

6 = {AmH'z sin 6 

-\- Am,Hzg sin 6 

-h AmHyg cos (f) cos 6 

— AmHxg sin <̂  cos 6 

-H 4 m i f ' ^ ' s i n 5 c o s ^ 

-I- 4/a,a,^' sin 6 cos 6 
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- 41^2 (/>' sin 6 cos B 

+ AI,J^ sine 

+ AmgH sin B 

- Tzkr^ sin B cos B 

- -KcrH cos' B) 

I [Ah, + 4 m i r ' ) (4.6) 

and can be used to obtain the stiffness constant and damping coefficient as fol

lows. Since only the small rocking motion is considered, one may assume that 

the rolHng motion and vertical motion can be ignored. Thus, by substituting 

2 = 0, 2 = 0, 2 = 0, ^ = 0, and ^ = 0 into Equation 4.6, it becomes 

A{Ixx + mH^)B - AmgH sin B + TTCT*^ cos' 6 + irkr^ cos 0 sin 5 = 0 (4.7) 

or 
•• C7rr* cos '5 • knr^ cos^ B sin B — Am,gH sin 6 fAo\ 
* + 4 ( 4 . + m f f = ) ' + 4 ( / „ + m J ' ) = " ' ' * • " 

The above equation is stiU in a nonlinear form. However, when 5 ~ 0, then 

cos 6 ~ 1, and s in^ ~ 6. Therefore, the above equation can be linearized as 

e + ' ^ ^ ( fe7r r*-4m^g) 

Thus, the zero-damping, free-rocking frequency is given by 

w^ 
{kTrr^-AmgH) ,^ ^Q. 

^| A{Ixx + mH') 

Then the stiffness constant can be found by replacing u;„ Hz with 2ivUn radians 

per second. 
k = 4 a ; M J x x + m g ' ) + 4 m ^ g _ ^^_^^^ 

Trr'* 

The critical damping, Ccr, of the system is obtained by solving for the dis

criminant of Equation 4.9 

„4 ' _^k^r'-Am9H ^^_ (4.12) 

A{h, + mH^)\ A{Ixx + mm) 
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Then 

Ccr = — i \ l{Ixx + rnH^) [kirr'^ - AmgH) 

and the assumed damping coefficient is C, times Cc^, or 

c = -^^{Ixx + mm) {kwr^ - AmgH) . 
7rr̂  

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

4.4 System Response 

4.4.1 Solution Procedure 

The equations of motion derived in Chapter 3 are highly nonlinear and cou

pled and a closed-form solution is not possible. A computer program FLXBL3D, 

which calls subroutine DGEAR of IMSL (International Mathematical and Sta

tistical Library), was developed to do numerical simulations on a VAX 8650 

minicomputer. 

Subroutine DGEAR is a differential equation solver. It finds approximations 

to the solution of a system of first order ordinary differential equations with 

initial conditions. The basic methods used for the solution are the implicit Hnear 

multistep type. There are two classes of such methods available in DGEAR. The 

first option is the implicit Adam's method (up to order twelve), and the second 

is the backward differentiation formula (BDF) method (up to order five), also 

called Gear's stiff method. The second option is for a stiff differential equation 

system. One advantage of DGEAR is that it adjusts the integration step size 

automatically to meet the user specified error tolerance. Therefore, the problem 

of minimum step size is avoided. 

Since the equations of motion of this system. Equation 3.47 to Equation 3.52, 

are in the form of a system of second order ordinary differential equations, they 

can be converted to a system of first order differential equations by assuming 

vi = 6 

V2 = Equation 3.47 or 3.50 

V3 = 2 

U4 = Equation 3.48 or 3.51 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 
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^5 = </> (4.19) 

^6 = Equation 3.49 or 3.52 . (4.20) 

Whether to choose Equations 3.47, 3.48, 3.49 or Equations 3.50, 3.51, 3.52 de

pends on the uplift status. AH the terms of B.z and ^ in Equations 3.47 to 3.52 

need to be replaced by '̂ 1,1)2 and V3, correspondingly. The resulting form is given 

as the user-supplied subroutine and is ready for DGEAR. 

The program FLXBL3D with the above user-supphed state equations can 

be used to calculate the system response according to the system status. The 

criteria for shifting from one status to another are given as foUows, and they are 

checked each time the equations of motion are called. 

Criteria for toppling = (6 > 7r/4) 

Criteria for total uphft = {z > r sin B) 

(4.21) 

Criteria for partial uplift = (—r sin 6 < z <r sin B) 

Criteria for no uplift = {z < —r sin 6) . 

The reason for choosing ir/A as the criteria for toppHng is that for a large rocking 

angle, the assumption of no slippage between the base of the cylinder and the 

foundation may not be valid any more. 

4.4.2 Nondimensional Parameters 

The important parameters in this system are the stiffness constant k, and 

damping coefficient c of the foundation, and the height H, radius r, and mass 

m of the cylinder. Through dimensional analysis, it can be shown by choosing 

the time t, mass, and length as three basic units, nondimensional terms can be 

grouped as foUows. The nondimensional variables are 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 
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B (4.24) 

(f> • (4.25) 

The nondimensional system parameters are 

kr^ 
Hfc = (4.26) 

^c = —J- (4.27) 

rr 
Hff = — . (4.28) 

r 

The nondimensional terms for acceleration and stress are by obtained by dividing 

the accelerations by the gravity constant g, and the stresses by the initial static 

principal stress. Tha t is, 

. „ = ^ (4.29) 

a' = — (4.30) 

r' = — (4.31) 
O-st 

a' = - . (4.32) 
9 

4.4.3 Numerical Examples 

The system parameters for numerical simulations are chosen to be JS" = 4 m, 

r = 1 m, and mass m = 1 kg. The stiffness constant and damping coefficient 

according to the 3 Hz rocking frequency, and 0.1 damping ratio assumptions are 

then k = 9814.0 N/m^ and c = 103.6 N-s/m^. These sets of system parameters 

are specially denoted by ILco,llko, and HHO, and their values are HHO = 4,nfco = 

lOOOA, and Hco = 33.0. 
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Several simulated earthquakes have been used to explore the responses of the 

model structure with system parameters He = HCO-HA: = Hfco, and EH = ILHO-

The responses for different simulated earthquakes are similar and give consistent 

information. Therefore, only a typical example is given. Under the simulated 

earthquake shown in Figure 9, the system responses are shown in Figure 10 

through Figure 34. 

Figures 10 and 11 show a plan view of the time history of tilt angle 6 for the 

unbonded and bonded models, respectively. These polar plots have the magni

tude of 6 as the radial coordinate and (f) as the transverse coordinate. In both the 

unbonded and bonded models, the cyHnder is clearly shown to be going through 

a 3-D motion: rolHng and rocking simultaneously. It is also noticed in Figure 10 

that the roUing and rocking yields a round and broad trace first; at a later stage, 

this trace becomes very narrow and passes through the neighborhood of the ori

gin. This narrow trace pat tern means that the model structure experiences a 

near 2-D rocking. Under the near 2-D rocking condition, the tilt angle 6 drops 

down from a larger value to a smaller value, while the rolling angle ^ does not 

change much. Then when 6 begins to increase, (f) increases about 180 degrees in 

a very short t ime. These sudden changes of 6 and (f) have strong effects on the 

structure and will be discussed later. 

In these two polar plots, it is also shown that the maximum tilt angle of the 

unbonded model is an order of magnitude larger than the tilt angle of the bonded 

model. However, even the maximum value of the tilt angle of the unbonded model 

is very small. For example, the maximum tilt angle of the unbonded model is 

about 0.03 radian or two degrees, and this maximum value lasts only a very short 

period. 

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the tilt angles versus time plots. The unbonded 

model shows a much longer rocking period than the bonded model because uplift 

makes the unbonded model a softer vibration system. In Figure 12, near 2-D 

rocking is seen in the region where the tilt angles are small. 

The vertical displacement time history of the center of the base is shown in 

Figures 14 and 15 with a soHd Hne. The dotted Hne in both figures represents the 

vertical displacement time history of the highest point on the base at any instant 

of t ime. Wi th reference to Figure 3, the highest point is the point at the upper 
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end of the base projection segment. Its vertical coordinate is 2 -̂  rsin6. The 

dashed Hne below the soHd Hne is, on the other hand, the vertical displacement 

of the lowest point. It is at the lower end of the base projection segment and 

has a vertical coordinate of 2 - r sin 6. These two points are not fixed on the 

base. It is shown again in Figures 14 and 15 that the unbonded model yields an 

order of magnitude larger maximum vertical response. However, the maximum 

value is still very small, only one-hundredth of the radius of the model structure. 

This, as weU as the very small value of the tilt angle, may be the reason that the 

upHfting and rocking of buildings are not easily seen in real earthquakes. 

The uplift ratio is the ratio of the area of separation to the area of the whole 

base. Figure 16 shows the uplift ratio time history of the model structure of the 

unbonded model. For the bonded model, the uphft ratio is expected to be zero 

since the base is always fuUy bonded with the foundation. It is very interesting to 

notice that the unbonded system is very stable against toppling. Even when the 

maximum uplift ratio is as high as 90 percent, the model structure is just rolling 

and rocking without signs of toppHng. This high uphft ratio may cause high 

stress concentration at the contact area between the base and the foundation. 

However, it is desired here to show the variation of system responses due to 

uplift. It is also observed that the uplift ratio gradually rises to its maximum 

value, maintains that value for a period of time, and then quickly drops to zero. 

The pat tern closely resembles the rising and decaying pattern of the earthquake 

modulating function. 

Moreover, in Figure 16 it is clearly seen that under the 3-D rocking and rolHng 

condition the uphft ratio does not change drastically. On the other hand, the 

uplift ratio changes its value very quickly in the near 2-D rocking region. It is 

clear now that even the Winkler foundation does not allow impact; when near 

2-D rocking happens, the sudden changes of B, (j), 2, and the uplift ratio produce 

a "near impact." 

Figures 17 and 18 show the magnitudes of the absolute accelerations of the 

center of the base, the center of mass, and the center of the top surface of the 

model structure. Comparing Figures 17 and 18 reveals that during the simulated 

earthquake the bonded model has a much higher acceleration than the unbonded 

model. If the envelope of the acceleration of the bonded model is drawn, it wiU 
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look as if the modulating function shifted sHghtly to the right. This phenomenon 

is caused by the strong bonding forces between the base and the foundation. On 

the other hand, the acceleration of the unbonded model tends to gradually cHmb 

and maintain at a constant until the earthquake totaUy ceases. Then, it wiU drop 

quickly to zero. This long, flat period may be explained by the high uphft ratio 

of the unbonded model. Because of the smaUer contact area, the dampers cannot 

effectively absorb the energy of the system. Only after the external excitation 

ceases does the contact area become larger, allowing the energy to dissipate more 

easily and the acceleration drop quickly to zero. On the other hand, due to the 

strong bonding and the fuU contact between the base and the foundation, the 

energy of the bonded system rises quickly and dissipate quickly. Consequently, 

the envelope of the acceleration time history closely resembles the modulating 

function. 

It is also observed that there are some high spikes in Figure 17 before the 

acceleration begins to quickly drop down. This is not surprising because of 

the near 2-D rocking which was observed earher. Under this near 2-D rocking 

condition for a relatively stiff foundation, the energy dissipation occurs within a 

very short period of time. Therefore, a "near impact" condition occurs. 

Figures 19 and 20 show the magnitudes of the acceleration response of the 

same system subjected to another simulated earthquake with the same intensity. 

The spikes are drastically reduced. It is shown in Figures 21 and 22 that the 

rolling motion is much bet ter than that with the previous earthquake. The nearly 

2-D rocking behavior is not so prominent under the new earthquake. Thus, one 

can say that not only does the 3-D roUing effect need to be considered in studying 

the rocking and uplift problem, it can also smooth out the motion and response 

of the system. 

It is also noticed that during the rocking, the acceleration of the top or the 

acceleration of the center of mass is larger than the acceleration of the ground 

most of the t ime. This is mainly because of the no slippage assumption and 

the rigid model structure assumption. In a more realistic situation, the ground 

acceleration will be diminished by putting a set of rubber bearings between the 

foundation and a fiexible structure. Then, accelerations smaller than the ground 

acceleration can be expected in the structure. 
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The stresses at five points. Points A-E shown in Figure 7, have been calcu

lated. However, in order to see the variation of these stresses, only stresses at 

Points A and B and the maximum values which have been observed for these five 

points are plotted. In Figures 23 and 24, the maximum shear stresses at Points 

A and B are shown. These stresses have been nondimensionalized by dividing 

with agtt the average pressure on the base at static equilibrium. The upper limit 

of the shear stress axes of these plots is set to be 2.0 so that all of the maximum 

shear stress plots in this chapter and the next chapter can be compared with the 

same scale. The upper and lower limits of the maximum and minimum principal 

stress plots are also set to be 4.0 and -4.0, respectively, for the same reason. 

Wi th reference to these stress plots (Figures 23 to 26), the base isolation 

advantages of the unbonded model are clearly shown. The maximum value of 

maximum, shear stress for the unbonded model is 25 percent less than the one 

for the bonded model. The maximum value of the maximum principal stresses 

of the unbonded model is 30 percent of the bonded model. And the maximum 

value of the principal compression stresses of the unbonded model is 67 percent 

of the value of the bonded model. 

Figures 27 and 28 iUustrate the magnitude of acceleration distribution along 

the 23 axis at ^ = 3.75 seconds after the earthquake starts. The reason for 

choosing 3.75 seconds is that the earthquake acceleration peaks at about that 

time. It is interesting to note that the magnitude of the acceleration of the 

center of the top is less than that in the center of the base in the unbonded 

model. On the other hand, the magnitude of acceleration at the center of the 

top for the bonded model is larger than that at the center of the base. This 

difference is because the relatively soft foundation due to uplift of the unbonded 

model tends to shift the rotation center of the the acceleration is smaller when 

a point is closer to the rotation center. The magnitude of acceleration along the 

23 axis is not a linear function because the total acceleration is the vector sum 

of the rotational acceleration and the translational acceleration. With reference 

to Equations 3.58 through 3.60, the nonhnear characteristic is easily seen. 

Figures 29 through 34 show the contour plots of the maximum shear stress and 

the maximum and minimum principal stresses for the cross section, at i = 3.75 

seconds, which contains the center of mass. 
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The responses of an ideal fixed model are shown in Figures 35 through 37. 

The model is caUed ideal because its foundation is assumed to be rigid and the 

model structure is fixed on it, i.e., no rocking, no rolling, and no uplift. The rigid 

foundation assumption impHes that there is no interaction between foundation 

and structure. Therefore, the acceleration of the free field is the same as the 

acceleration at every point of the model structure. It is observed that the model 

structure experiences about the same level of stresses as the tmbonded model 

does, although its acceleration is smaller than that of the imbonded model. 

4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a technique for generating a simulated 3-D earthquake is 

explained. Under quiescent initial conditions, the special difficulty due to choos

ing Eulerian angles to describe the 3-D rotation has been overcome by physical 

reasoning. Results of this reasoning yield four different possible initial rolhng 

angles. 

After the rocking equation of motion is Hnearized for small rocking, it rep

resents an equivalent linear single-degree-of-freedom system. Then, the stiffness 

constant of the foundation of this rocking system is obtained by assuming that 

it yields a UJ^ rocking frequency. The damping coefficient of the foundation is 

assumed to be ^ times the critical damping coefficient of the equivalent Hnear 

single-degree-of-freedom-system. 

A computer program was developed to simulate the system response with 

system parameters of UHo,^ko, and Hco- Criteria for system transfer from fuU 

contact to partial uplift (including toppling) or total uphft are given and were 

incorporated into this program. 

A set of typical response records for this rocking system has been presented 

and discussed in this chapter. First of all, the simulation clearly shows the rolHng 

motion for both the unbonded and bonded models. That is to say, the model 

structure is truly going through 3-D motion under the simulated earthquake 

conditions whether it is unbonded or bonded to its foundation. Therefore, the 

model used in this study, which includes 3-D motion, is more reahstic than those 

2-D models used by previous researchers. Due to uphft, the unbonded model 
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has a softer foundation, and therefore the vibration period of the unbonded 

system is longer when the ampHtude of rocking becomes larger. The motion 

responses such as tilt angle and vertical displacement have larger values than 

their counterparts in the bonded model under the same conditions. However, 

these motion responses have very small magnitudes. For this reason, uplift and 

rocking are not commonly seen in real earthquakes. 

The accelerations at three selected points and stresses at five selected points 

show that the unbonded model is superior to the bonded model because these 

values are much smaller in the unbonded model. A near 2-D rocking behavior 

is observed in some simulations. In the near 2-D rocking cases, the trace of the 

model structure is almost a straight Hne crossing the origin for the polar plot 

of 6. The 2-D rocking yields unfavorable high acceleration spikes. The roUing 

motion, which was not considered by previous research, is proven to be useful 

in smoothing the motion of the system and reducing those high acceleration and 

stress spikes. 
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MODULATING FUNCTION OF EARTHQUAKE 
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Figure 8: Earthquake Modulating Function 
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Figure 9: Components of Earthquake 
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Figure 10: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 11: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Bonded Model 
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Figure 12: Tilt Angle Time History: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 13: Tilt Angle Time History: Bonded Model 
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Figure 14: Vertical Displacement Time History: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 16: UpHft Ratio: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 17: Acceleration Time History: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 19: Acceleration due to Another Earthquake: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 20: Acceleration due to Another Earthquake: Bonded Model 
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Figure 21: Tilt Angle Plot due to Another Earthquake: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 22: Tilt Angle Plot due to Another Earthquake: Bonded Model 
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Figure 23: Max. Shear Stresses: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 24: Max. Shear Stresses: Bonded Model 
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Figure 25: Max. and Min. Principal Stresses: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 26: MELX. and Min. Principal Stresses: Bonded Model 
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Figure 27: Acceleration Along 23 Axis: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 28: Acceleration Along zz Axis: Bonded Model 
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Figure 29: Contour Plot of Max. Shear Stress: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 30: Contour Plot of Max. Shear Stress: Bonded Model 
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Figure 31: Contour Plot of Max. Principal Stress: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 32: Contour Plot of Max. Principal Stress: Bonded Model 
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Figure 33: Contour Plot of Min. Principal Stress: Unbonded Model 
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Figure 34: Contour Plot of Min. Principal Stress: Bonded Model 
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Figure 35: Acceleration Time History: Fixed Model 
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Figure 37: Max. and Min. Principal Stresses: Fixed Model 



CHAPTER V 

PARAMETRIC STUDY 

5.1 Star Configuration 

For base isolation design purposes, it is necessary to know the general trends 

of how system parameters affect system responses. In this chapter, the results 

of a parametric study according to a star configuration is presented in search of 

the effects of varying system parameters. This parametric study wiU also show 

the generality of base isolation benefits due to uphft. 

The proposed star configuration uses the system parameters Hfco, Hco, and H^o 

of the model structure as the basic or central parameters. Each time, by varying 

one n term to be half or twice the central case value, a systematic approach is 

achieved. Therefore, the following cases have been analyzed: 

Case 2 

Case 3 

Case 4 

Case 5 

Case 6 

Case 7 

Hfc — 2'n.ko, 

Hfc = Hfco, 

Tik = Hfco, 

Hfc = 0.5nfco, 

HA: = Hfco, 

Ilfc = ^fco^ 

He = n,o, 

n . = AILco, 

He = HcO) 

He = n,o, 

li-H = HHO 

n j j = 2IIHO 

H H = ILHO 

H, = 0.5neo, Tin = ILHO 

He = Heo, HE = 0.5ILHO • 

It should be noted that Case 1 denotes the central case, which has already been 

discussed in Chapter 4, and Case 3 has four times Hco instead of two times Hco, 

as proposed earher. This change is made in order to make the damping effects 

more easily seen. 

Several simulated earthquake records have been used as the input excitations. 

Since the information extracted from the results of these simulations are consis

tent with each other, only one set of system response is present as foUows. The 

external excitation used for this simulation is the same simulated earthquake 

discussed in the last chapter and shown in Figure 9. 

87 
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5.2 Stiffness Effects 

In order to understand the effects on the system responses due to varying 

the stiffness of the foundation. Case 2 and Case 5 are studied. The value of Hfc 

is changed to twice that of n^o in Case 2. This is equivalent to changing the 

stiffness of the foundation to twice its original value if the mass and radius of the 

structure is kept constant. Similarly, the value of H^ is changed to half that of 

Ilfco in. Case 5. 

The system responses of Cases 2 and 5 for the unbonded and bonded models 

are shown in Figures 38 through 63. In the polar plots of B, Figures 38 through 41, 

the 3-D rolling and rocking are observed. As a matter of fact, the 3-D rolling and 

rocking also exist in all other simulation cases for both the unbonded and bonded 

models. Therefore, 3-D rocking and roUing is the natural response when the 

structure is subjected to 3-D ground excitations. This observation substantiates 

the need for a 3-D response analysis of the structure. Special attention is directed 

to Figure 38, where the trace of the rolling and rocking at the beginning is wide 

and round; at a later stage, it becomes a bunch of very narrow ellipses around 

the origin. Every time the trace passes through the neighborhood of the origin 

the (f) angle suddenly changes its value from (f)^ to about (f)x + 180 degrees. This 

sudden change of (f> means that near 2-D rocking has occurred. In contrast, 

referring to Figure 39 where the foundation stiffness is low, the rolling motion is 

well developed in the sense that no narrow eUipse traces around the origin are 

found. The roUing ajigle (f> varies smoothly, and no near 2-D rocking is observed. 

The effects on the structure due to this near 2-D rocking condition wiU be shown 

later. It is also observed that the bonded model gives a stiffer vibration system, 

so that the traces in the polar plot of 6 are very crowded for the bonded model 

in both Cases 2 and 5. 

Increasing the value of Hfc has different effects on the tUt angles of the un

bonded and bonded models. With reference to Figures 42 through 45, the tilt 

angle of the bonded model decreases with an increasing stiffness constant, wHle 

the opposite effect is found on the unbonded model. For the bonded model, 

stiffer springs mean stronger bonding between the foundation and the structure. 

Therefore, the tilting motion is more restricted and the maximum tilt angle is 

smaller. For the unbonded model with uphft ratio larger than 50 percent, since 
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there is no puUing back force from springs, the contact area is smaller when the 

foundation becomes stiffer. According to Equation 3.33, the tilt angle increases 

when the contact area decreases. Therefore, the tilting motion is larger for the 

unbonded model with a stiffer foundation. 

Also due to the lack of puUing back force from the springs, it is also observed 

that with the same foundation stiffness constant, the unbonded model always 

yields a larger tilt angle than the bonded model. In the plots shown above, the 

maximum tilt angle of the unbonded model is about ten times of that of the 

bonded model in Case 2 and 5, respectively. 

The magnitude difference of maximum tilt angle between the unbonded and 

bonded models becomes less as the foundation stiffness constant becomes smaUer. 

When Figure 50 and Figure 51 are compared, the reason for this phenomenon 

becomes clear. It can be seen that the soft foundation gives a much lower pro

file of uphft ratio time history. Therefore, the response difference between the 

unbonded model and the bonded model becomes less as the foundation becomes 

softer. 

The vertical displacement time history plots are shown in Figure 46 through 

Figure 49. Within the models, the vertical motion becomes larger when the foun

dation becomes stiffer for the unbonded model, while the opposite is true for the 

bonded model. This again is due to the soft foundation, low uphft ratio relation. 

The stronger bonding due to stiffer springs yields smaller vertical motion in the 

bonded model. For the unbonded model, the stiffer foundation yields a smaller 

contact area which is proportional to the vertical displacement. The vertical 

motion then is larger. 

Comparing the vertical motion between the models, the unbonded model 

yields much large vertical motion when the two models have the same foundation 

stiffness. For example, in this simulation the maximum vertical displacement of 

the unbonded model is about ten times of that of the bonded model for both 

Cases 2 and 5. This is because upHft makes the rocking system a softer system 

or less bonding between the base and foundation. The vibration frequency for 

the unbonded model is much smaller than that of the bonded model for the same 

reason. Due to the fact that the softer foundation results a larger contact area, it 

is observed that the difference in the vertical displacement between the unbonded 
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model and the bonded model becomes less as the foundation stiffness constant 

becomes smaller. 

The stiffness constant of the foundation has a strong effect on the decay time 

of the unbonded system. In Figure 43, the peak tilt angles come down to a 

very small level at about Et = 35. In Figure 42, where the stiffness is four 

times larger, the peak tUt angles are stiU large even at Et = 60. The same 

phenomenon is also observed in the vertical displacement plots and the uplift 

ratio plots. For example, in Figure 50 the uphft ratio is maintained about 90 

percent until the earthquake ceases. Then, a very abrupt drop is observed. This 

interesting phenomenon is explained as foUows. Due to the stiffer foundation, the 

contact area is relatively small. The energy dissipation mechanism (the dampers), 

consequently does not function effectively. Only after the earthquake ceases does 

the contact area become larger and the damping effect becomes stronger with 

energy dissipated faster. The contact area then becomes even larger and so on. 

This low contact area ratio may also explain why the system is so resistant 

against toppling as foUows. Since the contact area is smaU, not only is the energy 

dissipated by the dampers small but also the energy pumped into the system dur

ing the earthquake is small. When the input and output energy reach a dynamic 

equihbrium state, the system maintains at a relatively constant maximum uplift 

ratio without toppling. 

Since the uplift ratio is a function of 6 and z, it is not surprising that it is also 

very easy to identify the near 2-D rocking from the uphft ratio plot. When the 

cyHnder is in its normal 3-D rocking period, the uphft ratio varies only sHghtly, 

as shown in Figure 50, from Ht = 10 to Hj = 35. On the other hand, when the 

cylinder is in near 2-D rocking, the uphft ratio changes violently, as shown, from 

Et = 35 to Et = 70. 

Wi th reference to Figures 52 to 55 and Figures 17 and 18 of Case 1, it is shown 

that on the one hand, the maximum acceleration of the tmbonded model does 

not change much due to the variation of stiffness. The envelope of acceleration 

curve shifts to a higher level when the stiffness increases from 0.5A; to 1.0k. The 

curve does not shift further up when the stiffness is raised from l.Ofc to 2.0A;. On 

the other hand, for the bonded model, the stiffness constant has a very strong 

effect on the acceleration response. For example, the maximum acceleration at 
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the center of the top is 0.5^ when Hfc is half of Hfeo- However, it increases to 

0.8g when H^ is Hfco, and jumps much higher over the upper Hmit of the plot 

when Ek is two times Eko- The maximum value of this overshoot has been cut 

off by the drawing program and cannot be seen. While this insensitivity to 

the variation of the foundation stiffness for the unbonded model is favored and 

shown in most simulations, it is not universal. It is found that subjected to other 

sets of simulated earthquake records the acceleration of unbonded model varies 

significantly with the variation of the foundation stiffness. This means that the 

rocking system is sensitive to the details of the input excitation. 

When the accelerations are compared between models, the unbonded model 

shows a much lower maximum acceleration than the bonded model when both 

models have the same foundation stiffness. For example, compared with the over 

l.Og maximum value of acceleration for the bonded model, the maximum value 

for the unbonded model is only 0.65- (the large spikes due to 2-D rocking are not 

counted). 

The effects on the structure due to the 2-D rocking can be found on the 

acceleration time history plots. The stiffer foundation introduces a series of large 

spikes in the acceleration plots as shown in Figure 52. After observing that there 

is a strong relationship between foundation stiffness, uplift ratio change, and tilt 

angle change, the reason for these large spikes is explained as foUows. When the 

foundation is relatively stiff and the uplift ratio change is relatively large in a 

short period of time, a near 2-D rocking will produce a "near impact" situation 

since large vertical momentum changes in a very short time. Thus large spikes 

of acceleration are observed. However, if the foundation is relatively soft or the 

uplift ratio change is not so great, the impact effect becomes less strong, since 

more rolling motion rather than rocking from side to side is developed. Even 

when 2-D rocking occurs, the soft foundation moderates the vertical momentum 

change as 6 passes near zero. Therefore, large spikes of acceleration are less likely 

to happen. The reason the rolhng motion can reheve these large acceleration 

spikes is clear. The rolHng motion delays the near 2-D rocking to a later time 

when the energy and consequently the motion of the system becomes small. At 

that stage, even rocking from side to side will not introduce large momentum 

change. 
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The stiffness of the foundation also has strong effects on the shear stresses 

and principal stresses. For example, in the first three rows of Table 1 which 

summarize the maximum values of accelerations and stresses of Cases 1 through 

3, or in Figures 56, 57, and 23, it is shown that the maximum shear stress of 

the unbonded model maintains at a relatively small variation and only changes 

from 0.7 a^t to 0.8o-,t and to O-Qa^t when the stiffness of the foundation increases 

from 0.5A;, to l.OA;, and to 2.0fc respectively. The maximum shear stresses of the 

bonded model at five selected points which are on the cross section containing the 

center of mass, increase from 1.0 cr,t for Hfc = 0.5nfco to 1.5 cr,t for Ek = Eko and 

to 2.0 agt for Ek = 2.0nfco- Comparing the shear stresses between the models, 

the unbonded model gives much more favorable small values of shear stress. 

Large spikes are also found in the stress plots, although they are not as promi

nent as in the acceleration plots. The reason the spikes are not as strong in the 

stress plots is tha t the "near impact" due to uphft introduces large acceleration 

spikes primarily in the vertical direction. The horizontal acceleration is not af

fected much by the impact. The dominant term in the stress calculations is the 

bending moment, which depends on the horizontal force or acceleration. There

fore, even though spikes at impact axe observed in the stress plots, they are not 

as large as those in the acceleration plots. 

In conclusion, the unbonded model is very resistant against toppling. While 

in some cases the uphft ratio maintains at as high as 90 percent for a period of 

time, there is stiU no toppHng. For both models, acceleration and stress increase 

with the increase of the foundation stiffness, and a softer foundation is favorable 

because acceleration and stress transmitted from the foundation to the structure 

are smaller. The acceleration and internal stress plots indicate that the unbonded 

model is superior to the bonded model in the sense that it experiences much lower 

values of stress and acceleration. However, this benefit is not obtained without 

expense. The vertical motion and tilting motion for the unbonded model become 

much larger as its acceleration and stress become less. 
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5.3 Damping Effects 

The damping effects on the system responses are studied in Case 3 and Case 6 

by changing the value of H^ to four times Hco and half Eco- This procedure is 

equivalent to changing the damping coefficient of the foundation to four times 

or half of its original value while holding the mass and radius of the cyHnder 

unchanged. 

The responses are shown in Figures 64 to 89. Several observations can be 

made. First of all, 3-D rocking is found in both models for both damping co

efficients and near 2-D rocking is observed in the low damping foundation as 

shown in Figure 65. Second, both the tilt angle and vertical displacement for the 

bonded and unbonded models decrease with an increase of the damping coeffi

cient (Figures 68 - 75). Third, the difference in response between the bonded and 

unbonded models decreases as the damping coefficient increases. For example, 

the maximum tilt angle of the unbonded model is an order of magnitude larger 

than the tilt angle of the bonded model when He = 0.5nco as shown in Figure 69 

and Figure 71. It is only two times larger when H^ = 4Hco as shown in Figure 68 

and Figure 70. The larger damping effect also helps to reduce the uphft ratio. 

The maximum uphft ratio changes from 90 percent to 60 percent when He is set 

to 4nco- On the other hand, the maximum uphft ratio stays above 80 percent 

for a long duration when the damping coefficient is half of Case 1 as shown in 

Figures 76 and 77. 

The sensitivity of the bonded model to foundation damping is significant 

when subjected to the external excitation as shown in Figure 9. As shown in 

Figures 78 through 89, the acceleration, maximum shear stress, and maximum 

and minimum principal stresses for both the bonded and unbonded models are 

reduced when the damping coefficient increases. However, for the unbonded 

model the reduction is not as significant. The insensitivity of the unbonded model 

to variation of foundation damping is not always true for other sets of external 

excitations. This shows that the response of the rocking system depends on the 

external excitation. However, under the same conditions the uplift model always 

yields smaller normal stress and shear stress than those of the bonded model. 

In conclusion, even though the rocking system is sensitive to the external 

excitation, there are some behaviors are general in all simulation cases. First, 
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a larger damping coefficient is favorable in both models because large damping 

reduces the acceleration and stress of the structure for both models. A larger 

damping foundation also reduces the chance of producing the near 2-D rocking. 

Second, under the same condition the unbonded model yields significantly smaller 

accelerations and internal stresses at the expense of a much larger tilt angle 

and vertical displacement. Finally, the difference between the response of the 

unbonded and bonded models decreases when the foundation damping becomes 

larger because of the large damping, small uphft ratio relation. 

5.4 Height to Base Ratio Effects 

The height to base ratio effect on system response was evaluated by keeping 

Ek, and He unchanged when changing the EH to twice and half the value of EHO 

as in Case 4 and Case 7, respectively. 

The system responses are shown in Figures 90 to 115. For both models, in

creasing EH has two effects on the tilt angle and vertical displacement. First, 

the tilt angle and vertical displacement increase as EH increases. This is because 

the higher the structure, the stronger it tends to rock. Second, the period of 

6 and z increases with EH- The increasing period can be explained by Equa

tion 4.10. When m, k, and c are kept constant, increasing H certainly decreases 

the frequency, and thus yields a longer period. 

The difference between the responses of the unbonded and bonded models 

becomes less when EH decreases. For example, the B time histories shown in 

Figures 95 and 97 are much more alike than those shown in Figures 94 and 

96. The difference in magnitude of the maximum values is also much less in the 

EH = O.SHHO case. This phenomenon can be explained by comparing Figures 102 

and 103. The maximum value of the uphft ratio drops from 90 percent when 

Hfl- = EHO to 75 percent when EH = 0.5nHo- This smaU height to base ratio, 

low uplift ratio relation also indicates that a stiffer vibration system and shorter 

vibration period for those cases with a smaUer height to base ratio. 

Due the bending moment effect, it is found that the higher the structure, 

the larger the internal stresses for both models. Comparing the acceleration and 

stress between models, the unbonded model shows its base isolation benefits by 
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having much smaller values in both high or low height to base ratio cases. The 

maximum values can be read from Table 1, or the corresponding figures. 

In conclusion, the model structure is more vulnerable to earthquake with 

greater height when it is bonded with its foundation. In contrast, for the model 

structure that allows uphft, the acceleration is reduced and the internal stresses 

do not increase as much as they do in the bonded model. 

5.5 Conclusions 

A parametric study of the effects of the system parameters on structure re

sponses is performed by varying, one at time, each system parameter to half 

jtwice or four times of its origin value. Several conclusions can be made from the 

computer simulations. 

First, unfavorable near 2-D rocking and its side effects, large spikes in accel

eration and internal stress, are more likely to be observed for stiff or low damping 

foundations. Soft and high damping foundation, and roUing motion have been 

identified as mechanisms for reducing the large spikes of acceleration and stress. 

Second, a low stiffness constant and high damping coefficient of the foun

dation and a shorter height of the model structure are identified as "favorable 

conditions" in the sense that when appHed, they reduce the internal stresses and 

accelerations of the model structure. 

Third, the differences of the responses of the unbonded and bonded models 

decrease as the favorable conditions are apphed. This phenomenon is explained 

by observing a smaller uplift ratio profile for the favorable conditions. 

Fourth, the uplift has several important effects on the model structure. (1) 

Under the same conditions, it causes the structure of the unbonded model to 

have reduced acceleration and internal stress compared to the bonded model. 

However, this advantage is not without expense. The structure of the unbonded 

model usually has a much larger tUt angle and vertical displacement, although 

the absolute values of both are very small. (2) The unbonded model is very 

resistant against toppHng. Even when the uphft ratio is as high as 90 percent, 

the model structure is stiU rocking, rolHng and without toppHng. A possible 

explanation for this has been given. (3) In general, the response of the unbonded 
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model is not as sensitive to the character of the foundation as the response of the 

bonded model. The stresses and accelerations of the bonded model all increase 

with an increase of the stiffness constant or a decrease of the damping coefficient 

of the foundation. The internal stresses and accelerations also increase under 

the same condition but at a smaller order. However, since the response of the 

rocking system is very sensitive to the details of the input excitation, exceptions 

have been observed. (4) Increasing the height increases the internal stresses and 

accelerations of the bonded model significantly. UpHft helps to reduce the stresses 

and accelerations of the unbonded model. Therefore, tall buildings will be much 

safer if uphft is allowed. 
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Figure 38: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Unbonded Model Case 2 
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Figure 39: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Unbonded Model Case 5 
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Figure 40: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Bonded Model Case 2 
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Figure 41: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Bonded Model Case 5 
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Figure 42: Tilt Angle Time History: Unbonded Model Case 2 
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Figure 44: TUt Angle Time History: Bonded Model Case 2 
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Figure 52: Acceleration Time History: Unbonded Model Case 2 
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Figure 56: Max. Shear Stresses: Unbonded Model Case 2 
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Figure 60: Max. and Min. Principal Stresses: Unbonded Model Case 2 
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Figure 61: Max. and Min. Principal Stresses: Unbonded Model Case 5 
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Figure 62: Max. and Min. Principal Stresses: Bonded Model Case 2 
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Figure 63: Max. and Min. Principal Stresses: Bonded Model Case 5 
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Figure 64: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Unbonded Model Case 3 
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Figure 65: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Unbonded Model Case 6 
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Figure 66: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Bonded Model Case 3 
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Figure 67: Polar Plot of Tilt Angle: Bonded Model Case 6 
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Figure 68: Tilt Angle Time History: Unbonded Model Case 3 
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Figure 70: Tilt Angle Time History: Bonded Model Case 3 
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0.5 
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-2.8 
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-3.8 
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°-So is 0.000125ff- sec, and Ae is 0.05 sec. 
''Unbonded model 
•^Bonded model 
•'Ilfco is equal to 1000.4 
'HcO is equal to 325.3 
•'UKO is equal to 4 
'fixed model 

Table 1: Summax}' of Maximima values 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Conclusions and Remarks 

A new model has been developed to study the rocking problem. Unhke models 

used by former researchers, this model is created to deal with 3-D rocking and 

uphfting. The model structure is a homogenous rigid cyhnder. The soil-structure 

interaction is taken into consideration by assuming a Winkler type foundation. 

Because soils are low in tensile strength, it is assumed that the springs and 

dashpots of the foundation wiU be separated from the base of the model structure 

whenever the foundation springs are in tension. For the purpose of comparison, a 

bonded model in which no separation between the base and foimdation is allowed 

is also studied. 

The model structure takes 3-D ground excitations as input and responds by 3-

D rocking, rolhng, and vertical displacement. Two sets of equations of motion are 

derived, corresponding to full contact period and uphft period, respectively, by 

the Lagrange equation method. The equations are highly nonlinear and coupled 

with each other and closed-form solution is not possible. Therefore, numerical 

integration is used to solve them, and a computer program is developed to sim

ulate the system responses. The criteria for shifting from one contact status to 

the other are given and evaluated at each time step to determine the appropriate 

equations of motion. 

Under quiescent initial conditions, the responses of the model structure with 

system parameters Hfco, Eco, and H f̂o are studied. Several records of modulated 

white noise excitations are used as the external excitations. These earthquake

like excitations all have the same intensity. The response results are consistent. 

Thus several conclusions can be reached. 

Under the same excitation, both the maximum value of the tilt angle and the 

vertical displacement of the unbonded model are much larger than those of the 

bonded model. However, even the largest values of the tilt angle and the vertical 
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displacement of the unbonded model are stiU very smaU. This fact may explain 

why rocking, roUing, and uphfting of buildings are not frequently observed in real 

earthquakes. Furthermore, the unbonded model yields a longer vibration period 

because uphfting leads to a softer vibrating system. The acceleration response 

is much more favorable for the unbonded model because uphft yields a much 

smaller acceleration than the bonded model does. 

The internal stresses are calculated by applying the simple beam theory. The 

maximum shear stress, maximum principal stress, and minimum principal stress 

are calculated at five selected points on the cross section containing the center of 

mass of the model structure. Their maximum values show a significant reduction 

for the unbonded model due to uphft. The lower stress and acceleration experi

enced by the unbonded model clearly show the base isolation advantages due to 

uplift. 

Large spikes in the acceleration plots show that a near 2-D type rocking may 

occur for the unbonded model. This phenomenon is confirmed by examining 

the polar plots of tilt angle. In the near 2-D type rocking, the model structure 

tends to trace a straight line across the neighborhood of the origin of the polar 

plot. When roUing motion is weU developed, the polar plot of 6 wiU not trace a 

straight line passing through the origin. Then, the large spikes are eliminated. 

Similar spikes are also observed in the stress plots. However, since the bending 

mom.ent is the dominant term for stress calculation and it is not affected much 

by vertical acceleration spikes, the stress spikes are not as serious as they are in 

the acceleration plots. The reduction of the acceleration spikes with the rolling 

motion suggests that the roUing motion is very important for smoothing the 

dynamic response of rocking. Three-dimensional rocking motion, therefore, not 

only exists but is also important, and 3-D studies are consequently weU justified. 

In order to show the generality of the base isolation due to uplift, and to 

understand the general trends of the effects of aU of the important system pa

rameters on the system responses for base isolator design purposes, a parametric 

study is performed. The foundation stiffness effects, foundation damping effects, 

and building height to base ratio effects are shown by varying those parameters 

one at a t ime. Several observations are made from the computer simulations. 

First, the 3-D rocking and rolhng is found in all simulation cases. Second, large 
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spikes of acceleration due to the near 2-D rocking are observed in high foun

dation stiffness or low foundation damping cases. Large momentum change in 

short duration due to the combination of high stiffness, low damping ratio, and 

less roUing motion are responsible for these large acceleration spikes. Favorable 

conditions, or soft and high damping foimdation characteristics which result less 

severe dynamic responses, are then identified. Third, in general, the unbonded 

model gives a very resistant against toppling. Even when the uphft ratio is as 

high as 90 percent, the model structure shows no sign of topphng. Furthermore, 

in all of the cases studied, the unbonded model gives less internal stress and 

smaller acceleration when compared with the bonded model. A rough indication 

of the base isolation advantages of the unbonded model can be obtained by not

ing the maximum peak values of acceleration, maximum shear stress, maximum 

and minimum principal stress as shown in Table 1. 

The parametric study also shows that the when favorable conditions are ap

phed, the uplift ratio is also smaUer. Therefore, the difference in the structure 

responses between the unbonded model and the bonded model becomes smaUer 

as weU. 

6.2 Future Work 

Future work is intended to get more information about 3-D rocking from this 

model and then further improve this 3-D rocking model to be more realistic and 

more complete. 

First, a free-rocking analysis using this model is needed for completeness of 

the 3-D rocking problem. This kind of rocking exists for impulse-hke external 

excitations. Motion classifications are the primary goal. 

Second, the apphcation of Monte Carlo simulation method is suggested for 

this new model. Thereby, information about survival probabihty, mean and 

variance of the maximum tilt angle, acceleration, and stress can be obtained 

from a probabilistic viewpoint. 

Third, a more reahstic model that uses rubber bearings to diminish the hor

izontal coupling between the structure and the ground is suggested. This model 
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can be used to study the enhanced base isolation effect due to uphfting on a 

horizontal base isolator. 

Fourth, since typical buildings have rectangular base shapes, it is necessary to 

derive the 3-D equations of motion for a rigid block with a rectangular basemat. 

Finally, a study of multilevel structures that include vertical, transverse, and 

rocking flexibilities in three dimensions is the ultimate goal. 
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Subprogram F3D1.EQU 

/* Record this process to a file */ 

writefile("f3dl.mac")$ 

/* FILENAME : fSdl.equ */ 

/* This Macsyma program is used to derive the equations of 

motion for a rigid cylinder rocking and uplift on a Winkler 

foundation. Three assumptions are made: 1) No foundation 

rotation, 2) No slippage between the foundation and the base 

of the cylinder, and 3) Foundation is flexible in vertical 

direction only. The Lagrangiem equation method is used for 

deriving the system equations. The program is made of several 

subprograms so that they can be independently run and debugged. 

Combining fSdl, rayleigh, f3d2, eind f3d4, one can derive 

equations for no-uplift case. FSdl, rayleigh, f3d3, and f3d5, 

gives equations for up-lifting case. 

Subprogram F3dl.equ derives the kinetic, potential energy of 

the rocking cylinder eoid the accelerations */ 

/* Three orthogonal transformation matrices */ 

al : matrixCL cos(phi(t)),-sin(phi(t)), 0 ], 

[ sin(phi(t)), cos(phi(t)), 0 ], 

[ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ); 

a2 : matrix([ 1 , 0 , 0 ], 

[ 0 , cos(the(t)) ,-sin(the(t)) ], 

[ 0 , sin(the(t)) , cos(the(t)) ] ); 

a3 : matrixCE c o s ( - p h i ( t ) ) , - s i n ( - p h i ( t ) ) , 0 ] , 

[ s i n ( - p h i ( t ) ) , cos ( -ph i ( t ) ) , 0 ] , 

[ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ) ; 
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/* rl is the position vector from the origin 

of frame XYZ to the origin of frame xyz */ 

rl : matrixC [ xg(t) ], 

C ygCt) ]. 

[ zg(t) ]); 

/* r2 is the position vector from the origin 

of frame xyz to the center of base of the cylinder */ 

r2 : matrix( [0 ] , 

[0 ] . 

[ z(t) 3 ); 

/* r3 is the position vector from the center of base 

to the center of mass of the cylinder */ 

r3 : matrix( [ 0 ], 

[ 0 3, 

[ h 3 ); 

/* r5 is the position vector from the center of base 

to a generic point "p" on z3 axis */ 

r5 : matrix( [03, 

[03, 

[z33 ); 

/* Absolute position vector of the center of base */ 

rcb : rl + r2 ; 

/* Absolute position vector of the center of mass */ 

rem : rcb + al.a2.a3. r3 ; 

/* Absolute position vector of point p */ 

rep : rcb + al.a2.a3. r5 ; 
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/* Rename and simplify some variables */ 

let( diffC the(t),t ), thedot( t )); 

letC diffC phi(t),t ), phidotC t )); 

let( diff( z(t).t ), zdot( t )); 

rcmdot 

rcbdot 

rcpdot 

trigsimpC letsimp( diff( rem , t ) ) ) 

trigsimpC letsimp( diff( rcb , t ) ) ) 

trigsimpC letsimpC diff( rep , t ) ) ) 

/* These are the absolute accelerations of the center of base, 

the center of mass, and the point p */ 

rcbddt : trigsimpC letsimpC diffC rcbdot , t ) ) ) 

rcmddt : trigsimpC letsimpC diffC rcmdot , t ) ) ) 

repddt : trigsimpC letsimpC diffC rcpdot , t ) ) ) 

/* omega is the absolute angular velocity of the cylinder 

in terms of reference freune x3y3z3 */ 

omega : matrixCC cosCphiCt))*diffCtheCt),t) 

-sinCphiCt))*sinCtheCt))*diffCphiCt),t)3, 

[ sinCphiCt))*diffCtheCt),t) 

+cosCphiCt))*sinCtheCt))*diffCphiCt),t)3, 

[ CcosCtheCt))-l)*diffCphiCt),t)3); 

omega : letsimpC omega ) ; 

/* angular_acce is the absolute angular acceleration of the 

cylinder in terms of reference frame x3y3z3 */ 

angular_acce : trigsimpC letsimpC diffC omega , t ))); 

/* ii is the mass of moment of inertia at the center of mass */ 

ii : matrixC [ rixx , 0 , 0 3 , 

[ 0 , rixx, 0 3, 

[ 0 , 0 , rizz3 ); 
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/* keeg is the kinetic energy of translation */ 

kecg : Cl/2) * wm * CtransposeC rcmdot ) . rcmdot ); 

/* kert is the kinetic energy of rotation */ 

kert : Cl/2) * wm * C transposeC omega ) . ii . omega ); 

/* ke is the total kinetic energy */ 

ke : kert + kecg ; 

/* peg is the potential energy of gravity */ 

peg : wm * grav * rcm[3,l3; 

/* pes is the strain potential energy */ 

dpes : sqrtCr*r-s*s) * sk * C s*sinCtheCt))+zCt) )**2 ; 

ipes : fullratsimpC trigsimpC integrateC dpe,s ) )); 

/* fortraji command gives results in Fortran form */ 

fortranC rcbddt ) 

fortranC rcmddt ) 

fortranC repddt ) 

fortranC angular_acce ); 

/* Write a output data file, then quit */ 

save C"f3dl. out", peg, ke, ipes, rcbddt, rcmddt, repddt, angular _acce) ; 

eloseC"f3dl.mac")$ 

quitC)$ 

iriinTTrTimBBMBil 
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Subprogram RAYLEIGH.EQU 

/* Record this process */ 

writefileC"rayleigh.mac") ; 

/* FILENAME : rayleigh.equ */ 

/* Rayleigh.equ is part of a Macsyma program which derives the 

equations of motion for a rigid cylinder rocking on a Winkler 

foundation. Rayleigh.equ gives the rayleigh dissipation function 

due to damping effects */ 

/* Rename some variables */ 

letC diffC zCt),t), zdotCt) ) 

letC diffC theCt),t). thedotCt) ) 

letC diffC phiCt),t), phidotCt) ) 

/* r2 is the position vector form the origin of frame xyz to 

the center of base of the cylinder */ 

r2 : matrixCC 0 3, 

[ 0 3. 

[ zCt)3 ); 

/* al, a2, and a3 axe the orthogonal transformation matrices 

for the rotation motion of the cylinder */ 

al : matrixCC cosCphiCt)), -sinCphiCt)), 0 3, 

[ sinCphiCt)), eosCphiCt)), 0 3, 

[ 0 , 0 , 1 3 ) ; 

a2 : matrixCC 1 , 0 , 0 3, 

[ 0 , eosCtheCt)), -sinCtheCt)) 3, 

[ 0 , sinCtheCt)), eosCtheCt)) 3 ); 
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a3 : matrixCC cosC-phiCt)) , 

C sinC-phiCt)) , 

C 0 

-sinC-phiCt)), 0 3, 

cosC-phiCt)), 0 3, 

0 , 1 3 ) ; 

/* r4 is the position vector from the center of base to a 

generic differential element on the base */ 

r4 : matrixCC x3 3, 

C y3 3, 

C 0 3 ); 

/* r4 is in foundation reference frame */ 

r4 : r2 + al.a2.a3.r4; 

/* r4z is the vertical component of the local deformation */ 

r4z : r4[3,l3 ; 

/* r4zdot is the vertical component of the local deformation 

velocity and it is in terms of x3, y3, eind z3 in this stage */ 

r4zdot : diffC r4z, t ); 

/* Transform r4zdot in terms of x2, y2, z2 to perform the 

integration */ 

w : matrixC C x2 3 , 

[ y2 3, 

C z2 3 ); 

a3in: transposeC a3 ); 

w : a3in.w; 

r4zdot : substC wCl,l3, x3, r4zdot); 

r4zdot : substC w[2,l3, y3, r4zdot); 

r4zdot : trigsimpC r4zdot ); 

/* f 1 is the Rayleigh dissipation function for no-uplift ease 

f2 is for uplift case */ 

"'iTirr"-'"""Ti T TiiBBiiliiiiiiiiiMmi 
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ddf : trigsimpC c*r4zdot*r4zdot/2 ); 

df : integrateC ddf , x2 ); 

df : fullratsimpC trigsimpC df )); 

idf : substC sqrtCr*r-y2*y2), x2, df) 

- substC -sqrtCr*r-y2*y2), x2, df); 

f : integrateC idf , y2 ); 

f : fullratsimpC trigsimpC f )); 

al 

a2 

a3 

substC -r, y2, f ); 

substC r, y2, f ); 

substC -zCt)/sinCtheCt)), y2, f ); 

/* Declare the ranges of z, and theta */ 

assumeC -zCt)/sinCtheCt)) <= r ); 

assumeC -zCt)/sinCtheCt)) >= -r ); 

/* f2 is the Rayleigh dissipation function of no-uplift ease */ 

if2 

f2 

f2 

f2 

f2 

a3-al; 

substC zdotCt), diffC zCt),t ), if2) 

substC thedotCt), diffC theCt),t), f2) 

substC phidotCt), diffC phiCt),t), f2) 

fullratsimpC trigsimpC f2 ) ); 

fortranC f2 ); 

/ * f 1 i s the Rayleigh d i s s ipa t ion function of up l i f t ease * / 

i f l : a 2 - a l ; 

f l : fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC letsimpC i f l ) ) ) ) ; 

fortranC f l ) ; 

/ * Save the output data in to f i l e "rayleigh", then qui t * / 

saveC' rayle igh .out" ,f l , f 2) ; 

c lose f i l eC ' ray le igh .mac") ; 

quitC)$ 

Ibs^msSiv^^ 
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Subprogram F3D2.EQU 

/* Record this process */ 

writefileC"f3d2.mac")$ 

/* FILENAME : f3d2.equ */ 

/* F3d2.equ is part of a Macsyma program which derives the 

equations of motion of a rigid cylinder rocking on a Winkler 

foundation. F3d2.equ assembles the Lagrangian, and then uses 

Lagrange's Equation Methode to form the Equations of Motion 

for the no-uplift allowed case */ 

/* Read in some data from the output data file of "f3dl" */ 

loadfile C"f3dl.out")$ 

/* pes is the strain potential energy, 

11 is the lagrangin of the no-uplift system */ 

pes : substC r,s,ipes ) - substC -r,s,ipes ); 

11 : ke - peg - pes; 

/* Read in the Rayleigh dissipation function of no-uplift 

system from the output data file of "rayleigh" */ 

loadfile C'rayleigh.out"); 

/* Rename some variables */ 

letC diffC phiCt),t ), phidotCt) ) 

letC diffC theCt),t ), thedotCt) ) 

letC diffC zCt),t ), ZdotCt) ) 

/* Iqdot is the derivative of the lagranieoi with respect to 

the general velocity 

Iq is the derivative of L w.r.t. the general coordinate 

fqdot is the derivative of L w.r.t. the general velocity */ 

j^smmmmmsmm 
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Iqdot 

fqdot 

Iq 

zeqn 

diffC 11 , ZdotCt) ); 

diffC fl , ZdotCt) ); 

diffC 11 , zCt) ); 

fullratsimpC trigsimpC 

letsimpC diffC Iqdot , t ) ) - Iq + fqdot )); 

Iqdot : diffC 11 , thedotCt) ); 

fqdot : diffC fl , thedotCt) ); 

Iq : diffC 11 , theCt) ); 

theeqn: fullratsimpC trigsimpC 

letsimpC diffC Iqdot , t ) ) - Iq + fqdot )); 

Iqdot : diffC 11 , phidotCt) ); 

fqdot : diffC fl , phidotCt) ); 

Iq : diffC 11 , phiCt) ); 

phieqn: fullratsimpC trigsimpC 

letsimpC diffC Iqdot , t ) ) - Iq + fqdot )); 

/* Present in Fortran format */ 

fortranC zeqn ); 

fortranC theeqn ); 

fortranC phieqn ); 

/* Write a output data file, then quit */ 

save C"f3d2.out",zeqn,theeqn,phieqn)$ 

closefileC"f3d2.mac")$ 

quitC)$ 

[K^^^lH^^^HHHHiHHnHi 
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Subprogram F3D4.EQU 

/* Record this process */ 

writefileC"f3d4.mac")$ 

/* File name : f3d4.equ */ 

/* F3d4.equ is part of a Macsyma program which derives the 

equations of motion of a rigid cylinder rocking on a Winkler 

foundation. F3d4.equ converts the Equations of Motion from 

F3d2.out into the form suitable for numerical integration */ 

/* Read in necessary data from the output data file of "f3d2" */ 

loadfileC"f3d2.out")$ 

/* phi2dt does not couple with z2dt or the2dt */ 

a : expandCphieqn)$ 

aO : coeffC a , diffC phidotCt),t ) , 0 ); 

al : coeffC a , diffC phidotCt),t ) , 1 ); 

phi2dt : fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC -aO/al ))); 

/* z2d is coupled with the2dt. Keep z2dt intact will gain the 

simpler form */ 

a : expandCzeqn)$ 

aO : coeffC a , diffCzdotCt),t) , 0 ); 

al : coeffC a , diffCzdotCt),t) , 1 ); 

z2dt : fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC -aO/al ))); 

b : expandCtheeqn)$ 

el : coeffC a , diffC zdotCt),t ) , 1 ); 

dl : coeffC b , diffC zdotCt),t ) , 1 ); 

eqn4: expandC trigsimpC zeqn*dl - theeqn*el )); 

aO : coeffC eqn4 , diffCthedotCt),t) , 0 ); 

al : coeffC eqn4 , diffCthedotCt),t) , 1 ); 
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the2dt 
: fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC -aO/al ))); 

fortranC z2dt ); 

fortranC the2dt ); 

fortranC phi2dt ); 

saveC"f3d4.out".z2dt.the2dt,phi2dt)$ 

closefileC"f3d4.mac")$ 

quitC)$ 

ilHH^ii^ 
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Subprogram F3D3.EQU 

/* Record this process */ 

writefileC"f3d3.mac")$ 

/* FILE NAME : f3d3.equ */ 

/* F3d3.equ is part of a Macsyma program which derives the 

equations motion for a rigid cylinder rocking on a Winkler 

foundation. F3d3.equ derives the Equations of motion for 

the uplift allowed case by using Lagrange's Equation Method */ 

/* Declare the ranges of some variables */ 

assumeC sinCtheCt)) >= 0 )$ 

assumeC theCt) >= 0 )$ 

assumeC r >= 0 )$ 

assumeC -zCt)/sinCtheCt)) <= r )$ 

assumeC -zCt)/sinCtheCt)) >=-r ); 

/* Rename some variables */ 

letC diffC theCt),t ). thedotCt) )$ 

letC diffC phiCt),t ). phidotCt) )$ 

letC diffC zCt).t ), ZdotCt) )$ 

/* Read in some data from the output data file of "fSdl" */ 

loadfileC"f3dl.out")$ 

/* pes is the strain potential energy of system of uplift case 

pest is the total potential energy. 

12 is the lagrgiein of uplift case */ 

ipes 

pes 

pes 

pet 

fullratsimpC trigsimpC ipes ))$ 

substC-zCt)/sinCtheCt)),s,ipes)-substC-r,s,ipes); 

fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC pes ))); 

peg + pes $ 
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12 : fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC letsimpC ke - pet )))); 

/* Read in the rayleigh dissipation function from "rayleigh" */ 

loadfileC'rayleigh.out"); 

/* Iqdot is the derivative of L w.r.t. the general velocity */ 

/* Iq is the derivative of L w.r.t. the general coordinate */ 

/* fqdot is the derivative of L w.r.t. the general velocity */ 

Iqdot : diffC 12 , zdotCt) ); 

fqdot : diffC f2 , zdotCt) ); 

Iq : diffC 12 , zCt) ); 

zeqn : fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC 

letsimpC diffC Iqdot , t ) ) - Iq + fqdot ))); 

Iqdot : diffC 12 , thedotCt) ); 

fqdot : diffC f2 , thedotCt) ); 

Iq : diffC 12 , theCt) ); 

theeqn: fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC 

letsimpC diffC Iqdot , t ) ) - Iq + fqdot ))); 

Iqdot : diffC 12 , phidotCt) ); 

fqdot : diffC f2 , phidotCt) ); 

Iq : diffC 12 , phiCt) ); 

phieqn: fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC 

letsimpC diffC Iqdot , t ) ) - Iq + fqdot ))); 

/* Present in Fortran format */ 

fortranC zeqn ) 

fortranC theeqn ) 

fortranC phieqn ) 

/* Save the data into file "f3d3.out", then quit */ 

saveC"f3d3.out",zeqn,theeqn,phieqn)$ 

^.^...^..^gggf^ 
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closefileC"f3d3.mac")$ 

quitC)$ 
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Subprogram F3D5.EQU 

/* Record this process */ 

writefileC"f3d5.mac")$ 

/* FILENAME : f3d5.equ */ 

/* F3d5.equ is part of a program which derives the equations 

of motion of a rigid cylinder rocking on a Winkler foundation. 

F3d5.equ converts the equations of motion for the no-uplift 

case from F3d3.out into the form suitable for numerical 

integration */ 

/* Read in data file from output data file "f3d3" */ 

loadfileC"f3d3.out")$ 

/* phi2dt is not coupled with z2dt or the2dt */ 

a 

aO 

al 

expandCphieqn)$ 

coeffC a , diffC phidotCt),t ) , 0 ); 

coeffC a , diffC phidotCt),t ) , 1 ); 

phi2dt : fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC -aO/al ))); 

/* z2dt is coupled with the2dt */ 

a : expeaidCzeqn)$ 

aO : coeffC a , diffCzdotCt),t) , 0 ); 

al : coeffC a , diffCzdotCt),t) , 1 ); 

z2dt : fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC -aO/al ))); 

b : expandCtheeqn)$ 

el : coeffC a , diffC zdotCt),t ) , 1 ); 

dl : coeffC b , diffC zdotCt),t ) , 1 ); 

eqn4: expandC trigsimpC zeqn*dl - theeqn*el )); 

aO : coeffC eqn4 , diffCthedotCt),t) , 0 ); 

al : coeffC eqn4 , diffCthedotCt),t) , 1 ); 
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the2dt : fullratsimpC trigsimpC fullratsimpC -aO/al ))); 

/* Present the results in Fortran format */ 

fortranC z2dt ); 

fortranC the2dt ); 

fortranC phi2dt ); 

/* Save the results, then quit */ 

save C"f3d5.out",z2dt,the2dt,phi2dt)$ 

closefileC"f3d5.mac")$ 

quitC)$ 


